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HE NEW

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Six

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, February 21, 1957

SIX ENTER U-T
MEDICAL UNITS
GOODBYE AND HELLO: Jim CuHunt, native Fultonian who began with Aid' in Fulton 17 years ago and
who returned in April 1962 to manage local super -market,
says gomibyt this week as he leaves for another step forward with Company in Memphis store. (Above) Monday
evening farewell dinner at Derby finds Cullum (right)
shaking hands with new local manager, J. C. King (left)
as D. G. Whittaker, A&P District manager, Memphis,
looks .on. King comes to Fulton from Jackson, Tenn.
where he was assistant manager: he has been with A&P
11 years.
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Fulton will miss the James
Cullum family. Sook, Jim and
Kenny Cullum are being transferred to Memphis (a promotion for Jim) where Jim will
manage one of the super-duper
A and P Storrs Jim has been
manager of the local store for
several years and from our
stand-point he has been a fine
manager, and obviously the A
and P folks think so too, for
they are giving him • bigger
store to manage.
•

PEGGY PEEPLES
WINS HON011
The "Betty Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow" in South
Fulton
School
is I Peggy
Peeples. The "Homemakers of
Tomorrow" pin was awarded
to her at the school assembly
Fnday by Mrs. Robert Thompson, Home Economics teacher.
She
received
the
highest
score in a written examination
on homemaking knowledge and
atutudes, admuustered Dec. 4,
to senior girls in the graduating
class. Her
examination
paper will be entered in competition to name this state's
candidate for the title of AllAmerican Homemaker of Tomorrow and will also be considered for the runnerup award in the state. For her
achievement, she will receive
an award pin.

Six students from Obion and
Wealieley Counties are among
the 138 new students enrolling
in the University of Tennessee's
Medical units at Memphis during the current winter quarter.
New Obion County students
and their courses, include Jere
Bates Lowe (dentistry), from
South Fulton, and Charles William Cox (medicine) and John
Louis Lloyd (dentistry), both
of Union City.
Weakley Countians and their
courses
include
Robert
Eli
Clendenin medicine) and Hobert H. Beale (asmai istry. both
of Martin, and Peggy June
Butts. (nursing) of Dresden.
ASSISTANT AGENT
Thomas McCutchen has been
named assistant County Agent
for Obion County, a position
vacant since James Workman
was promoted from that office
to County Agent on Jan. 15.
CORN CRAMP
Herman Dietzel. well known
Obion County Farmer, has been
named 58 Tennessee Champion
In the 5-acre DeKalb corn
crowing contest with 117.96
bushels per acre.

Fulton, Wingo Girls
Initiated At Murray

Number Eight

Mayor Browning Says — —

Ordinance Review
Of City Judgeship
Is !Up To Council'
OPEN WIDE, PLEASE'. . . Dr. D. L. Jones of Fulton
concluded a series of seven dental clinics at the Fulton
Health Center last Friday on behalf of school children
from Cayce and °Crutchfield, assisted by Mrs. Ward
Johnson. Roger Dsle Gordon (above) poses with Dr.
Jones in the modern dental office at the fine health center here. Roger, 8, is in the third grade at Cayce, and is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gordon of Hickman Route
one.

ATTORNEY MILL A.L COX OPPOSES
ANNOUNCES TODAY CLYDE(MUM IN
FOR COUNTY JUDGE SECOND DISTRICT
Lawyer Says He
Well Qualified
To Handle Affairs

Is

Fulton Counrian
Seeks To Serve
As Magistrate

Hopes of many local citizens that an ordinance, passed
by the Fulton City Council making the office of City
Judge appointive instead of elective, would be reviewed,
reached a statemate this week. Mayor Bill Browning who
proposed to the council that the method of selecting the
city judge be changed told the News that the ordinance
making the change was passed by the Council and its up
to the Council to review the matter if they so chose.
On the other hand, most City Councilmen, interviewed
by a News reporter said that since the matter was proposed by the Mayor, it should be the duty of the Mayor to
call a meeting to hear the protests of local citizens who
want more evidence made public that the change is in the
public interest.
The office of City Judge of the City of Oulton has been
elective for nearly 75 years.

The method of selecting the
City Judge was changed at the
February Council meeting
when Mayor Browning presented to the six members of
the council reasons why it
should be changed. The members voted for the change
(making the office appointive
instead of elective) after hearing Mayor Browning's reasoning, although they admitted
that they had no prior knowledge that such a move was
contemplated.
Judge H. H. Perce, is the
present City Judge and has
been elected by the citizens of
Fulton for two terms. He ser-

ved previous to his elections as
appointee to fill the unexpired term of the late Attorney
Lon Adams.
Mayor Browning told the
Council his reasons for urging
the change were:
1. In the event of a vacancy
in the office, the Governor
svould have to make the appointment; such an appointment might not meet with the
approval of the council and its

Nine pledges were initiated
Photo on Page Five
into the Epsilon chapter of
Mr. A. L. Cox is today makAlpha Bet Alpha
honorary
2. Since the office pays only
TO THE VOTERS or FUL- ing his formal announcement
library science fraternity at TON COUNTY:
$95 a month some undesirable
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Murray State College at an inmight seek the office.
After interviewing and con- of the 2nd District.
itiation service and banquet at sulting many of the voters of
Kentucky
statue
This is the first time that he
however,
the Murray Woman's clubhouse Fulton County. I have decided has made the race for the ofThe Cullum family has been •
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Mayor
Browning's
FULL SPEED AHEAD
recently.
very worthwhile participant in
reasoning. A case presented to
to enter the race frir County fice. He has been a resident of
The Clinton garment manuInitiated were
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full
production
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twu Evelyn
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great part in the activities of
Governor does not and cannot
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weeks,
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the Methodist Church. of which
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attorney
practiced
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other
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(Continued on Page Five)
Other new officers include
duties of the office of County and consideration.
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I feel that I am qualified for Rodney Miller, Vice-President,
The following were patients Judge.
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(Continued on page 5)
and
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everybody
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I think that
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a
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copy
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in
and
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Jimmy
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Fulton;
I
Mrs.
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and
Scrapbook."
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(Continued on Page Mel
Frances Bugg, Fulton.
(Ceutinued so Page nes)
15 great-nieces and nephews.
(Oentioned on Page Five)
nate.
(OudInned en Page Five)

J. D. HALES NAMED
ROTARY PRESIDENT

JOHN B. STAYTON
IN ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR CIRCUIT CLERK

HOSPITAL NEWS

J. C. BONDURANT
SEEKS OFFICE OF
COUNTY JUDGE

ELMER MURCHISON
ASKS RE-ELECTION
AS COMMISSIONER

i.e
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Chairman for Fulton County
ASC Committee, that the county office nad received information that the maximum acreage of corn which could be
placed in the Soil Bank for
An announcement was made 1957 is, 20 acres or 30% of the
this week by Mr. Roy Bard, allotment whichever is the
larger.
MOMS.
In the case of cotton, 10
acres or 30% of the allotment
FOR THE
whichever is larger.
In case of tobacco, 1 acre
or 30% of the allotment whichever is larger. There is no minimum under either commodity.
Mr. Bard stated that farmers
IN GOOD
had an option of placing more
acreage than the maximum,
with the acreage to be accepted by the county committee,
provided funds were available
,.ter the deadline date.
Deadline dates for cotton and
tobacco are: March 1st, for
corn, March 8th, for the Conservation Reserve, March 15th.

DEADLINE NEAR
FOR SOIL PLANS

BEST

USED

FURNITURE
SEE

• News Around The Y

EXPERTS ANSWER
TAX PUZZLERS
(This is the third in a series
of articles containing questions
and answers relating to income
taxes, prepared by the Louisville Chapter of the National
Association of Cost Accountants. To help taxpayers make
the
returns
accurate
more
Louisville Chapter of N. A
C. A. suggests that taxpayers
devote more time to careful
reading and understanding of
each line on the form---it
might save you money.)

Q. What are the disadvantMrs. Ed Wolberton • ages of form 1040A?
A In no case will the use
of Form
1040A
produce a
1957
14,
Feb.
smaller tax or a larger refund
FURNITURE CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Austin, than Form 1040. In some cases
and baby, were dinner guests it may produce a larger tax
207 CHURCH ST.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Slayden, or a smaller refund. On form
and Tony.
1040A you cannot claim a
PHONE 35
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Glaser, credit
of
for
overpayment
and family, of Hickman, Ky., social security tax. You lose
dividends received and retirement income credits, if any.
loop 11111111111111111111111111 1111111111%
The head of household rates
are not available if form 1040A
is used and you cannot itemise
your deductions.

EXCHANGE

Here!

11.

Q. What are the advantages
of Form 1040A?
A. Aside from being the
simplest to fill out, the taxpayer can leave it to the District Director to compute his
tax. In such case, the balance
due, if_ any, does not have to
be paillt until 30 days after the
notice by the District Director.

ATTACK WASHING sleets are gregildcially gleeleated to the twe
aerial views et New York's George Weibel.. Midge above. The
let picture shows soma said-aftswaess breallo, while the right
paw., skews the IMMO seethe a few imbiatee later ea July Jo, 1164.
liner cavil Geteasse stress had blown to test New Ifork's &betty to
take sever sudellily. In ginasural. a tame oily populace would be
*aid I. take cover tresa Inapeadbag attack ad, whoa Users was tee
wow ease Dane New. relates)
INthe wanstag dam to *Teems&
Q. May the cost of going to
and from work be deducted?
A. No. The law regards the
coat of transportation between
your residence and your principal place of employment as
pertainal expense and .does not
allow you to deduct such cost,
no matter how far you live
from work, or how expensive
the transportation may be.

STILBESTROL OK'D
FOR WEANLINS

ACREAGE SIGN-UP
NOW UNDERWAY
Mr. Roy Bard. Chairman of
the Fulton County ASC Committee, announced today that
January 28 was the beginning
of tl,e sign up period for the
1957 Acreage Reserve program

Task.Force ST

granted
permission
Recent
by the Pure Food and Drug
Administration to feed stilbestrol in supplements to beef
animals weighing less than 600
pounds gives cattlemen. whit,
have weanling calves to put in
the feed lot, the opportunity
to take full advantage of stilbestrol's gain-stimulating quaJities.
When stilbestrol was authorized for use in beef fattening
ration" more than two years
ago, a stipulation was included that it was to be fed to
cattle weighing 600 pounds or
because the
more. This was
stilbestrol research up to that
time had been done with yearling feeder cattle weighing 600
pounds or more at the beginning of the feeding period.

KPIS

The demand for college grit.
duates and the starting salaries
they were offered in
1954
broke all previous records at
the University of Tennessee.
More than 7,200 job vacancies, an average of better than
seven for each graduate, were
listed through U-7's Bureau of
Personnel Secvice, according to
the annual report of Placement
Officer Howard H. Lurnsden
Starting salaries, already at
peak levels, climbed about six
per cent higher. Graduates in
technical fields started work at
about $450 a month, while nontechnical graduates going into
business and industry found
beginning salaries averaging around $375 a month
The report shows that employers of scientists, engineers,
to
teachers
continued
and
knock loudest at the college
gate, and Mr. Lurtuden sees no
let-up in 1957.

NOW 13 THE TIME TO
LET US FILL YOUR
BIN

urn

Cold Weather
Mr. Bard
stated that the
compinsation for participation
Is Ahead!
In this program will be determined by using the normal
Don't Run Love!
farm yield for tobacco end the
farm
productivity index for
Q. I sold my home at a subcorn and cotton. He went on
Immediate Delivery
stantial profit and used the
to say that the maximum acrehouse.
another
to
buy
money
-Re for the farm that may be
Exhaustive research carried
Is the profit on my first home
All Sires On Haat_
!laced in the 1957 Acreage Reby colleges
taxable?
'e-ve program will be for corn on since that time
:shows
stations
A. No. If you sold during
20 acres or 309 of the allot- and commercial
produces equal1956 at a gain arid within one
ment; cotton, 10 acres or 30% that stilbestrol
with big or
year after (or before) the sale
WM% JIM PRYOR
of the allotment, and for all ly good results
calves, so long as
you purchased and occupied I Aerindlerel figest, Mies owed Mares"
types of tobacco, one acre or small feeder
t that carries it
TELEPHONE 51
another residence, none of the
30% ctf the allotment., which- the supplemen
and the feedTEST YOLK SOIL
gain is taxable if the cost of
ever is larger for each com- Is of good quality
balanced
ing program is well the residence equals or exceeds
It is just good business and modity.
— —
the adjusted sales price of the
scfund agr;culture to have your
The agreements will be apold residence.
soil tested before you start a proved on the _maximum
The testing of soil is acreage to the extent of the
Q. I spent a sizeable sum re- new crop.
if it has county allocation on the "first
Lake Street Est
•
placing the roof and making especially essential
k-voss From The
my home. not been analyzed in the last come, first served" basis, in
All
improvements to
Favorite Breads
•)
Coca-Cola Plaid
two seasons.
the order in which they are
May I deduct these items?
A. No. These are personal
DID YOU KNOW: it takes filed by the producer in the
expenses and are not deduct- 150 pounds of nitrogen, 23 county office.
should, however, pounds of phosphrus, 72 pounds
You
ible
Mr. Bard pointed out that
keep a record of these improve- of potassium and 5 million the producer may indicate his
the pounds of water to produce 100 desire to place more than his
affect
they
ments as
"basic" in case you sell your bushels et corn? Well we canhome in the future.
not tell how much water you
have in the soil with a soil
Q. May a divorced couple test, but we can give you the
file joint returns?
amount of phosphate, potash
A. No. if you are divorced and calcium present. The test
or legally separated on or be- for nitrogen is not too efficient
fore December 31, you are con- as it changes with weather and
sidered single for the entire soil conditions DO NOT over
However, a Lime. It takes about 25 pounds
year.
calendar
joint return may be filed by a of calcium for a 100 bushel
husband and wife who, on the yield, but liming can be over
last day of the taxable year, applied.
•
may be living apart but are
It may surprise you just how
not divorced or legally separmuch production could be inated
creased by following the reQ. A taxpayer's 65th birth- commendation of a soil test
day falls on January 1, 1957. and securing proper improved
your
Is he allowed an additional ex- seeding practices from
Agricultural Advisers.
emption of $600 for 1956?
You will be able to graze
A. Yes, because you are considered to be 65 on the day small grain a few days earlier
through the winter and spring
before your 65th birthday.
months, then remove livestock
in time to get a maximum
recommendaprovided
and Mrs. Daisy Bard, visited yield
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Satter- tions have been followed and
field, of Water Valley Sunday there is enough soil moisture
to release the plant food apafternoon.
We are very glad to hear plied.
In taking your soil sample
Mrs. Phillip Kocher was dismissed from the hospital. Mon- be sure to get representatives
samples of the field in questday.
visited, ion Remember, the soil test is
Jones
Mrs. Louis
Mrs. Billy Slayden a While no better than the sample it100% Chick Livability....fast weight gains and growth
self. If the field has upland
Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. David Travis, and bottom land take a sample
...low feed consumption. Dixie GUARANTEES it!
and son Tommy of South Ful- of both. Do not mix them beton, and Mrs. Maggie Smiley cause the hill land may need
of Rice'ville, visited Mrs. How- different fertilization than the
ard Barron, and Given, Sunday bottom.
SABY PIG CREEP AND PIO CREEP
NEVER dry the ;01 with
afternoon.
dry. It is
air
it
let
but
heat,
Russell,
Odell
y...fast weight gains and growth
Mrs.
livabilit
and
Pig
100%
Mr
practise to put
of Tiotonville Term., and Mr. not a very good
or kettle and
...low feed consumption. Dixie GUARANTEES it!
and Mrs. Billy Smith, and samples in a can
box-or sack
baby visited Mr. and Mrs. seal it, but a cigar
will be fine. I have seen soil
Billy Sl-vden.
was impossMr. and Mrs. Cleve Hawkins, in fruit jars that
is especiof Fulton, visited Mr. and Mrs. ible to remove. This taken a
100% satisfaction or your money back. Dixie GUARwas
it
if
true
ally
Patricia,
and
Jeffress
Alton
on
ANTEES it!
little wet and a top placed
Surday afternoon.
tests will get
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wolberton. the jar. Your
you liosa
faster if the
Fcr•rl%
See US for complete ch rods of GUARANTEED DIX
Celia, and Susan, visited, Mr. back to you much
taken and manud nothimi to locr•
YOU 00114.1 mak, thr ciutirtratr ri
i•vefyllUng to 9ain
and Mrs. Jimmie Satterfield samples are
aged correctly.
Tuesday.
gains on the amount of fr•r•cl spot ofir•d without lo,o, of
411\ or you ur.f pouf

Dams
es ego

74sse

New Chevrolet
(

Demand For Grads
Break All Reccirds

maximum acreage limitation in
the Acreage Reserve program,
with the additional amount to
be approved provided money is
available after the final signup date. The deadline for signing these Acreage Reserve agreements will be March 1 for
tocotton and all types of
bacco and March 8 for corn.
Eligible crops fur Fulton County. are corn, cotton, wheat,
burley fire-cured and dark aircured tobacco; however, the
final date for entering into the
1957 wheat Acreage Reserve
program was October 5, 1956.
It was pointed out that persons Interested in entering into
an Acreage Reserve agreement
should contact their local ASC
county office.

CITY COAL (0

Trucks

LAKE STREET LIOUOR STORE

THE ONLY

(

TWICE-PROVED
NEW TRUCKS

i Economy proved and performance proved
11.• on the world-famous G.M. Proving Ground
and on the Alcan Highway to Alaska

k

in the hands of nearly
st.Already proved
100,000 owners

1111111111111111111*

41 11111111111
,

/

Most modem and efficient
power...most advanced truck
/
features...most distinctive design
with the only Work Styling
\ In any truck...all proved and
ready to work for you!

1
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For

PARKING!

PLENTY FREE

modem :mimes you can be suns of

new
Chevrolet
Get a

( Biggest Seilers...Biggest Savors

NEW
1957

MR. FR1ENDLY
SAYS
Sudden expense
May loom ahead;
Stop your worry —
Get a loon instead.

LOANS TO $300
display this famous trademarti

•• ••••••••••••••••••••••

SAVE TIME. . SAVE MellEY
Our Dixie Mill-On-Wheels will come right on your
farm, grind your grains and mix your poultry and
livestock feed to tried-and-proven Dixie formulas.
Come in or phone for complete information!
C • 45 o • Ce) 0 05 a 41 01 19
•••••

••

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET CO.
Lake Street — Phone 38

7:00 Good
7:55 Today'
8-00 Captai
9. 4 Garry
9:30 Godfre
10:00 Home
1015 Crodfre
10:30 Strike
11700 Valiant
11:15 Love
11:30 Search
11:45 Guidin •
12.00 Walter
12 10 Stand
12:30 As Th
100 Our
1-30 This 1..
1:45 House
200 The B
2:30 Bob
3:00 Brighte
315 Secret
3:30 Edge
401 Cowbo
5:03 Sky
530 Kit
6.00 The
6:05 Watchi
8:15 Dougla.
530 I Led
7:00 Water!,
730 Climax
1:30 Playho
10:00 High
10:30 Action
11410 Heart
11.30 News
700 Good
7125 Merle
7:30 Good
7:55 Today' •
5:00 Captatn
9.00 Garry
10:30 Strike
11:00 Valiant
11:15 Love t
11.30 Search
1145 Guidm
12:00 Water
12:10 Stand
12:30 As Th
100 Our
1:30 Indust
1:45 House
2:00 The Hi
2:30 Bob C
3:00 Bnghte
3 15 Secret
3:30 Edge
4:00 Cart..
4:30 Cowbo
5.30 Ha ..
5.40 Looney
5:55 Bunny
600 The
1315 Watchi
6.15 DouEls
6.30 Beat
740 West •
7 '40 Zane t•
5-00 Mr A.
830 Federal
9:00 The Li
9:30 Person
10:00 Dr. Hu
1030 77th
11.00 This Is
11.30 News •
Ila
8:35 Captain
9.30 Airy
1000 Winka•
10:30
11.00 Big To
West
1200.
100 Pro I
3:30 Bovril
4:30 Life •
Annie
5:00
5:30 Stars
E00 Vincent
830 Soldiers
740 Jackie
6:00 Ole 8
830 Hey Je
9:00 Gunsmo
9:30 You're
10:00 Your
10:30 Jim Bo
11.00 Channel
12:15 News .

NEW DIXIE CHICK STARTER

NEW DIXIE NURSING FEED

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

Feb 21

311 WALNUT STREET
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7:55
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10- 15
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11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12.10
12:30
1.00
1-30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
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6:00
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7:00
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7:00
7:25
7:30
7:55
8:00
9.00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11.30
11 .45
1200
12.10
12.30
1 .00
1:30
145
2-00
2:30
3:00
3.15
3:30
4100
4:30
530
5:40
5.55
8.00
6.05
6. 15
6-30
7•00
7 30
Alt
830
9.00
930
1000
10 -30

11 no

11 .30
-3b
930
10.00
10 30
11•00
1200.
1 00
3:30
4 -30
500
5:30
6:00
6:30
700
8:00
830
500
9:30
10:00
10:30
. 1100
12:15

Feb 21 - Feb. gl
Thursday
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Music
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cowboy Corral
Sky King
K it Carson
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
I Led Three lives
Waterfront
Climax
Playhouse 90 .
Highway Patrol
Action Theatre
Heart of the City
News & Weather
Friday
Good Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey 'Theatre
Mr Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
77th Bengal Lancers .
Tht, Is Your Life
News 81 Weather
Saturday
Captain Kangaroo
Fury
Winky Dink & You
Mr. Wizard
Big Top
Western Roundup
Pro Ice Hockey
Bowling Time
Life Of Riley
Annie Oakley
Stars of Grand Ole Opry
Vincent Lopez Show
Soldiers of Fortune
Jackie Gleason
Oh. Susanna
Hey Jeannie
Gunsmoke
You're On Your Own
Your Hit Parade
Jim Bowie
Channel 12 Theatre
News & Weather

Sunday
8 15 Man To Man
8 30 This Is The Life
9.00 Lamp Unto My Feet
9-30 Look Up And Live
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MORE 1-4A4 SEEN
LEARNED ASCs.fr TplS
HeART AND rf4t
DlhORDERS -11-laN IN
PRECEDIN:'..1

30 CrArfaR/E-5/

10:00
Eye On New York
10:30 Camera Three
11:00 Let's Take A Trip
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
12:00 Heckle & Jeckle
12:30 What One Person Can
Do
100 This Is Your Music
1:30 The Last Word
2:00 Face The Nation
2:30 World News Roundup
3:00 Odyssey
4:00 Mama
4:30 Frontier
5:00 Telephone Time
5:110 Air Power
6:00 Stage Seven
6:30 Jack Benny
7:00 Ed Sullivan
8:00 G. E. Theatre
8:30 Hitchock Presents
9:00 $64.000 Challenge
9:30 My Little Margie
10:00 Channel 12 Theatre
1115 News & Weather
Monday
700 Good Morning
755 Today's Weather
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
9:00 Garry Moore Show
9:30 godfrey Time
1030 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love Of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Water Cronkite News
13:10 Stand Up Be Counted
1230 As The World Turns
1:00 Our Mils Brooks
130 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
300 Brighter Day
3:16 Secret Storm
3:30 Edge Of Night
4110 Cowboy Corral
5:00 Wild Bill Hickok
5:30 Hartoons
5:40 Looney Tunes
5:55 Bunny Funnies
8:00 Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6- 15 Douglas Edwards
8.30 Robin Hood
700 Burns At Allen
730 Talent Scouts
800 I Love Lucy
8-30 December Bride
9.00 Sheriff of Cochise
930 Jane Wyman
1000 State Trooper
10:30 Loretta Young Show
11:00 News & Weather
11:05 Ray Milland Show
7:00
7:25
7:30
7.55
8:00

Tuesday
Good Morning
Merle Emery Predicts
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo

9:00 Gerry Moore Show
9:30 Godfrey Time
10:00 Home & Market
10:15 Godfrey Time
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 Guiding Light
12:00 Walter Cronkite
12:10 Stand Up Be Counted
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Our Miss Brooks
1:30 This Is Your Music
1:45 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
3:00 Brighter Day
_
3:15- Secret Storm
3:30 Edge Of Night
4:00 Cowboy Corral
5:00 Superman
5:30 Hartoons
3:40 Looney Tunes
5:55 Bunny Funnies
6:00 The Scoreboard
6:05 Watching The Weather
6:15 Douglas Edwards
630 Narne That Tune
7:00 Phil Silvers
7:30 The Brothers
800 To Tell The Truth
830 Red Skelton Show
9:00 $84,000 Question
9:30 Trust Your Wife
10700 Star Showcase
10:30 Ford Show
1100 People Are Funny
11:30 News & Weather

7:00
755
8:00
9:00
9:30
9.45
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12.30
1:00
1:30
1:45.
2:00
2:30
3:00
315
330
400
4:15
5:30
6:00
6:05
8:15
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
1000
10:30
11:00
11:05

Wednesday
Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Morning Meditation
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Music
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral Cisco Kid
-The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Giant Step
Godfrey Show
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
U. S. Steel Ho ir
Mr. District Attorney
Treasure Hunt
News & Weather
This Is Your Music

(WA PAYS FOR '55
STRIKE DAMAGES

Payment by the Union was
the outgrowth of a damage suit
Wed in 1955 by the Company.

Ask
our
pair
like

Machines
BENNETT ELECTRA
PHONE 201

206 Main St. - Fulton
Telephone 126

FULTON

for

12*°re

NE LOOK
'
at that

O
car you can afford

price figure and you'll know
can afford a new
a Buick.

that-again in 1957-if you

Piano develops pride
of accomplishment.

You

Manufacturer's Suggested Price

for this

But new in features that make this the dream

car

You get brand-new performance because the
engine is literally new from the crankshaft up.
You get a brand-new instant response because we
engineered brand-new torque into Variable Pitch
Dynaflow.*
And to give you the new sure-footed safety of a
lower center of gravity- we built a brand-new
frame-which lowers the car, but keeps the headroom,legroom and footroom that a big car should
have.

1............................

I

Fact is, there are more than 150 other chassis
;
changes in this '57 Buick - waiting fdr you to try I
them. Do that soon-at your Buick dealer's.
1

Wine, Green Blue
Regularly $1.19

*New Advireved Variable Melt Driattow do Jibe enalef DruOlow Brisk bita.I.
Salop. It is stereelaed ea Roadvseaster, Sager mid Cotten -•04,41 at
•I•dlilet sates soot ea lbw Speeiiisb.
.

57c

SPECIAL 6-Passenger

Handling
(including Delivery and
Excise Taxes)
Charges and Federal
Transportation charges, state and
and optional
local taxes, accessories Dynaflow
equipment, including
and
transmission, radio, heater
additional.
white sidewall tires, individual
Prices may vary with
policies. ..........
dealer pricing
.......................

of the year to drive.

Hold 6 pair shoes

Sedan

$259583

2-Door

get the most completely new Buick in years.
Not just brand new in styling and brand new in
body design.

TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tenn.

SHOE BAGS

your neighbor about
service. We can reANY radio or TV
new-fast.

WADE TV SERVICE

And look what you get for so little extra money.

Pad-Cover Set

COdee

On* foot( ie
Worth•
thousan
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Hi 27arillig Buick

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
LAKE STREET

Included in the current figures are approximately 200
Saturday classes for in-service
teachers. The number of
teachers taking Saturday work

PROMPT

0,122e eille
the this Osijek
boss
the'mice
(*.scan

Playing a Wurlitzer

QUILTED PLASTIC

88c

Radio and TV Service.
We service both color
and black-and-white TV.

,
rs

A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD

IRONING BOARD

Aluminized Silicone Tufflex
Regular $1.98

Second semester enrollments
w-ually decline about ten percent from the fall semester,
however this year's drop is
less than a six percent drop
from the fall semester's 2,096.

DAYTON V-BELTS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

Scorch-proof I

MURRAY BREAKS
SPRING RECORDS

The Communications Work
era of America Union has paid We have complete stocks d
Southern Bell Telephone Com$315,000
for
physical
pany
damage inflicted on the Company's facilities 'during the
for HOME and FARM
1955 strike-

Sparkling Specials
54-inches I

ement to this effect
The Fulton News Thursday, Feb. 21, 1957 Page 3
was reached by Company and
CV/A attorneys, Southern Bell
Manager H. I.,. Wiley, announc- is growing in number in about
WICKLIFFE FORT
the same ratio as regular stued here.
The site of Old Fort Jefferdents
In the suit filed May 31,
son is on a hill overlooking
1955, in the Davidson County,
the
Mississippi
River
near
Tenn., (Nashville) Circuit New Call Procedure
Wickliffe. In 1780 Gen. George
Court, Southern Bell charged
Rogers Clark, under orders of
the Union with "a pattern of Offered By Bell
Thomas Jefferson, governor of
violence" designed to destroy
Virginia, built a stockade here.
A new method of handling
telephone facilities and interfere with communication ser- incompleted lone distance teleFIRST IN PURCHASE
vice to the public in Alabama, phone calls has been adopted
A courthouse and jail, the
by Southern Bell Telephone
Florida,
Georgia
Kentucky,
first in the Purchase, were
Company.
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
North
built at Columbus in 1823
Carolina, South Carolina and
H. L. Wiley. Kailager, in
Tennessee.
Fulton, said the new procedure
Go To Church Sunday
is this: If the called party is
not reached when the call is
placed, then the calling. party
is given the choice of having /Hearing Aid
Batteriesi
the operator continue trying
the call or of placing it himComplete Line
self later.
For all makes of hearing aids!
Another record breaking enVisit our Hearing' Aid DepartMr. Wiley said this new
ment at your first opportunity.
rollment for the spring semes- method was put. into practice
ter at Murray State College as an added convenience
for
CITY DRUG CO.
was recorded as 1,976 signed telephone lasers. Some
people
NS Lake Street
Phone 70
for classes during the regular prefer to initiate each
attempt
registration
period, according on their calls," he said.
to figures released by the registrar's office today.
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A'AN-

mother, Mrs. James Adams,
honored her with a birthday
party at her home on Fourth
Street. Those who attended the
gala affair were:
and
Hicks, Kay
Shirley
Cathy King, Ann Lawson, Terry Smith, Gary Fields, Debbie
and
and Kim Homra, Brenda
James Junes wici her, bother,
Terry.
Mrs. James Lawson. Mrs.
i Gwenn Jones and Mrs. Hunter
and
attended
iii o
Betraat
helped with -refresements.

45"

!.

Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair. Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
."" Ah! News comes to your
scribe today from a FAR away
COUNTREE! And it concerns a
"FAIR LADY" who belongs to
us — Nancy Wilson Fossett
and her husband, Bill.
You see, its this way — Bill
.had one of THOSE letters one
fine day telling him that his
Uncle Sam, wanted his services
for a couple of years and right
away — BILL AGREED — so,
OFF he went to Stuttgart,
GERMANY! And Lo, a couple
ere his
of months passed
charming bride, Nancy, was on
her way to join him.
To tell the truth — it's gonna' be hard to relate this little
story to you — but, to begin
with — I asked Nancy's mother, Mary Ethna Wilson to give
me the INFO about that
couple, becauke I KNEW that
Miz Nancy wouldn't let one
blade of grass grow under her
feet while she was in that furrin' countree.

^OW,

Ruth Graham Maddox entertained with a birthday party
at the Maddox home on Third
Street on Feb. 13 honoring her
, eon, Thomas Richard Maddox,
Jr. The enjoyable event cele-

house is ultra-modern.
"Not so far away from this,
we saw the most adorable
place I've ever seen — a Kinderheim (children's home) and
it waS completely covered with
murals telling stories such as
Hansel and Gretel — and many
others.
"We got to Garmish in the
afternoon and I was surprised
that not ONE German stared
at us — they're rather used to
seeing Americans. We stayed
five miles up, in the mountains at a perfectly gorgeous
hotel, built on a mountain lake
(which was frozen solid) and
surrounded on all sides by
mountains.

Thomas
brated
Richard's
seventh birthday.
During the afterroon games
were enjoyed with Rusty Russell and Christy Sullivan winning the prizes.
The 15 guests present were
ice
delicious
served
cream,•
birthday cake and drinks by
the hostess.
The honoree received many
nice gifts.
Lois Haws entertained mem•
bers of the South Fulton Senior Class with a lovely dinner
party at her home in Highlands
last week.
attended
Newton
Nelle
bridal shower in Clinton recently which was given for
Mrs. Tommy Paschall.

First polio shot is given
Center
Health
at Fulton
to little Cathy Jo alcKhusey,
age Pei, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene McKinney of Fulton Route 3. Health DepartREXALL
ment reports that 72 to 113,1 of
school children have received
full polio immunization and no
cases were reported in this end
such
that
note
can imagine how huge it is. couraging to
of the county last year at all.
Ulm is the birthplace of Albert music has not been discarded
for the strictly modern trends.
Einstein.
other relatives in
The students were accom- Fowlkes and
"I forgot to mention that we
Weekend....
past
the
Fulton
their
by
nphis
had a blizzard last night in panied to Me,
to ream Muscular Aches aid hiss
their music teach- Mrs. Virginia Furlong and son
of
and
parents
inches
four
—
Garmish
la.t
day
"Sunday was the BIG day!
one
in
Fulton
were
Mrs. Doris Wiley.
Ressll's revolutionary new liquid pain.
The day we would make the snow at the hotel — forty er.
week enroute to Carbondale.
But
of
killer positively will not burn, redden Or
big SPLASH — SKIING, I inches on the Zugspitze!
is
formerly
Virginia
Illinois.
A very cTiXT welcome is
the
mean! Since there was no it melted so quickly. for by
attendbeen
has
irritate the skin. Cooling, soothing, pleasbeing extended a tiny little Fulton. She
snow on the lower slopes, we time we got into town — there
of WisconUniversity
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antly fragrant. Brings quick. positive
Reed
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in
new-comer
to
enhad to go to the ZUGSPITZE was none on the streets.
planning
now
but
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sin
relief right where it burial
and
Abilene. Texas
"I know I have forgotten family in
(advanced ski slope). We went
local paternal roll at the university in Carthe
GT THRU TO PAIN - milecular
by
course
of
things
by train which took an hour many, many interesting
bondale where she will pursue
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ts.
stiffness and soreness, simple
grandparen
aches,
wonderful
Virginia is in her
Sunday at church, out of the and a half — then we went concerning our
NOM-MI essiuutni
Clarence Reed. We say tiny, her studies.
neuritis, muscular lumbago, minor
them
tell
I'll
but
—'
weekend
.
would
There
psychology
a
a
tunnel.
is
through,
and
year
junior
Hunt
con er of my eye — I saw a
looking forward advisedly... .for Senuur
$149 rheumatic pains.
letter being passed from hand be NO way I could tell you later. We are
a litte more than major.
weighed
Reed
of
mot*
much
only
muich,
to hand down the pew — and what an impression I hate to seeing
Bettie
birth.
four pounds at
As Exclusive Itaseg Proied meld et
when it finally reached its when I first saw that enormote. Europe"
Louise Reed flew to Texas on
Dr and Mrs. Mac Pew itt
FABULis
simply
If
--Gorge
me)
(meaning
ion
destinat
she Monday to add her welcome and son have returned to their
wishes
Diarist
Your
everyone was happy about the OUS!
might have included every- to the little new -corner and to home in New Orleans where
you
—
"We got a ski instructor, who thing about Nancy and Bill's enjoy a visit with Billy (Major Dr. Mac is interning at Charity
whole thing! And
guessed it — it was a letter W'IS the epitome of patience. interesting weekend — but we Reed), Phoebe and little Billy Hospital. They have been the
from our intereqing little fri- We had an hour and a half will save space for a letter in Reed, so
Clarence guests of his parents, Mr. and
Granea
lesson and it was great sport the not too distant future — will just have to wait until Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and other
ends from Stuttgart.
that Bettie Louise gets back to hear relatives in Fulton.
The "greenness with envy" — even though I DOUBT if because we have heard
"The Rexall Store"
his newest, and
planned all about
already
is casling such a reflection on- we'll be in the ,OLYMPICS they
have
Phones 95, 795
Fulton
to this printed paee that I dare next time, we at least learned ANOTHER jaunt — which will smallest grandson.
St.
Rita Gay Adams had a hap- Lake
a
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and
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fundamenta
the
to
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NOT
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so.
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say
last for a week
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py birthday recently when her
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tell you about Nancy and Bill's wonderfu! time TRYING to going REAL TOURIST style
-ski.
weekend jaunt
WONDERFUL
Nene Martin Bradford and
this time — SLEEPING BAGS
second s.
ALPS! On
the
to
granddaughter, Eugenia Martin
"1/m SO mad — I fully in- and all.
thought — I'll just let Nancy tended to stand on top of the
enjoyable
an
spent
Harris
TELL you. And I quote:
Here's an encouraging note week-end in Memphis. They atthe
YODEL
and
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for parents worried about the tended a luncheon at the Pea"We have just gotten home Busch Bavarian Beer Commerrock and roll craze in popular body Hotel given by Camp
to!
(How
FORGOT
lust
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from our jaunt to the Alps cial!
high- Deerwood, a
many
While
girl's summer
where we went SKIING. Noth- LIKE Nancy! — se-sirs truly.) music.
bas- camp in Brevard. North Caro"I think one of the nicest schoolers are absorbed in
ing fantastic happened on the
this
attended
ketball, rock and roll, calypso lina. Eugenia
way down to Garmish, other things about the whole trip
musical lovely camp last summer and
curious
other
and
surrounded
were
v:e
tv
Was
tiy
puln
a
to
than being "beat
school stu- it was a wonderful day for her
OMNI- by AMERICANS all weekend trends, three high
FASHIONABLE
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their seeing about ninety of her
taking
are
least,
at
dents
how
REALIZE
didn't
just
I
BUS". We went over a beauti- —
night
Tuesday
seriously.
music
ng
friends from different states who
evesdroppi
ful scenic route. We stopped in MUCH I MISSED
Jeannie Davis, Marion Black- attended _tile gala affair. And
Oberammergau and were so Or at least being able to underand James Reed attend- we know that NeLle Martin had
completely fascinated with it. stand people when they talk stone
ed the concert in Memphis pre- a fine time, too, because she
It is a typical Bavarian village to you.
addition to
through sented by Rudolf Serkin. the is -ALWAYSback
came
"We
— all the pouses are painted in
Before the ANY group!
pianist.
celebrated
unimpreswas
which
Munich
a
has
pastels and each one
went they studied asmural painted on the front sive, but we stopped in Ulm to students
the entire score of
siduously
It
Cathedral.
Our good friend, Mayme BenLutheran
And they are all equiped with see the
pro- nett, was kind enough to let
pre-announced
are is perfectly beautiful — built Serkin's
antlers
and
balconies
to prepare them- us read a portion of a letter
displayed above the in 1400 and has the highest gram in order
proudly
for the fullest enjoy- from her sister, Helen McGee,
selves
'The
world.
the
in
spire
rhorch
Passionthe
to
We
went
doors.
comprehension of his of Vicksburg, Mississippi. Helen
speilhaus, which, as you know interior is lavishly decorated ment and
numbers.
was
it
of
was telling ebout the many,
part
small
a
only
and
— is the home of the famous
was classical many flowers that are in bloom
The program
Passion Play. How surprised I destroyed during the war. It
at its best and its en- in her yard — and in other
was to learn that 'the play- seats 25,000 people — so you music
city.
the
yards throughout
Helen said, "There are many
hyacinths — both white and
pink — little blue hyacinths —
and
yellow
camellias, red,
white flowering shrubs. Winter
full
in
breaks
honeysuckle
bloom as well as tulip trees
and sweet olive. They called
me from Tourist Headquarters
and ftlso from my Garden Club
and asked my permission to
open my yard to tourists this
spring."
The
The McGee home and garden
is built on one of the loveliest
sites in Vicksburg. It is so inADMIRAL
teresting to know that it is
at the entrance of the National
EMBASSY
Park. A unique fact is that the
backyard is a part of "Devil's
Backbone" where the famous
Ensemble
21" Console
"Whistling Dick" cannon stood,
and fired shots at the Federal
• Top Front Tuning
boats during the Battle of
Vicksburg.
• Super 200 Chassis
Natinrisir y Adzertised
OFF FOR A DENTAL CHECKUP at the Fulton Health
'enter are these four children from Cayce school (1 to r):
Nekoda Crider, 3rd grade, Kay Flowers, 1st grade, Jimmy
Dale McClure, 2nd grade and Roger Gordon, 3rd grade.
Current clinic series by Dr. J. L. Jones here was preceded
by similar series by Dr. Rudolph and will be followed by
series by Drs. Baird and Perry.

Actually goes THRU THE SKIN

EVANS DRUG (O.

ADMIRAL'S

Surprise Value

2 for 1
SALE

FROM
DYERSBURG TO
PADUCAH .. IT'S

WADE

• Wide Range FM
Sound System
• Available in
Charcoal, Mahogany
and Blonde Oak,
Crain Finish
• Swivel Base
ONLY

$2899
Completely installed
with all channel
ANTENNA.
As little as $2.30 per week
after small down Payment.
"THE CHATEAU 21" by Admiral

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Martin and Rushton
Commercial Avenue

Fulton, Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wheelen have returned to their home
in Jacksonville, Florida after
spending ethe weekend in Fulton with his mother, Mrs. J. S.
Pope and Mr. Pope.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Carver
of Memphis were guests of his
mother, Mrs. Jewell MrClain
last weekend. Mrs. Bill Fuller
of Union City visited in FulAdams
Monday...Wealey.
ton
and itim, Henry, of Wyndotte,
Michigan visited their son and
brother James Adams and family last week...
Sara Campbell, Georgia
Hughes, Helen Hart, Dorothy
Cox, Jewel Myatt. Mary Arrington, Jane Taylor, Olene
Fields, Margie Corum, Nina
McKinney, Willa Jean Simpson and Ann McMinn attended
a hair styling and permanent
wave show which was held at
the Strata Club Sunday and
Monday,
Janet Allen of Murray State
College was home for the
weekend visiting her parents,
Lynette and Leonard Allen at
their home on Taylor Street..
Lens Stubblefield of Memphis
was a guest of Jennie Qibbs

FOR BETTER BEDDING BUYS
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FREE TREE

The Box Spring is
Yours

$69.50 Box Spring
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"Trade with Wade and Save"
LAKE STREET
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is 96, 795

J. C. Bondurani—
(Cantin ued from Page

John B Slayton—

One)
in the last fifty

it has been
years.
While serving as mayor, I
have cooperated and taken an
active part in all civic projects
— working hand-in -hand with
the Chamber of Commerce in
community development programs — specifically:
I. The city purchase and improvement of Hickman water
system.
2. The $40,000 health center
project.
3. The project to locate a
jacket factory and build an
$85,000 factory building providing employment for 150 persons.
4. Establishment of a federal-approved $400,000 municipal
natural gas system.
5. The project to build with
local funds and labor a $20,000 swimming pool.
8. Paved streets and new
street lighting projects.
I have been interested and
active in many other municipal and community projects
most recently the groundwork
aimed at securing the location
of a $10 million federal prison
in Fulton County -- a matter
still pending in Washington.
If I am elected county judge
I will be interested in maintaining good roads, good government and — in addition to
this, I intend to work closely
and actively with the Fulton
and
Hickman
chambers of
commerce for new industry to
supplement
agricultural
our
economy and provide jobs for
eur unemployed.
I am married, have three
daughters and will mark my
40th birthday on July 17th of
this year. I have lived in Fulton County my entire life.
My interest in this office
stems from an honest desire to
see Fulton County developed
agriculturally and industrially
for
the
greatest
prosperity
possible for our peoples. To
this end I ear-meetly solicit your
vote and influence in the forthcoming election.
Sincerely,
John C. Bondurant

(Continued from Page One)
ating a service station. I am
a member of the Cayce Methodist Church, assistant Superintendent of th'e Sunday School,
and representative of the Boy
Scouts of America at Cayce,
Ky.
Between now and the primary, I hope to visit each and

ng

KY.

the job, as I have been a r_sident of this district for the
oast eleven years, and know of
the needs that we have. If
elected I will do every thing
in my power to see that as
many of these needs are granted as is possible.

I do not know whether I
will be able to see every voter
or not, but I am going to try
too. However, if I du not see
you between now and election
day, Tuesday, May 28, 1957, I
earnestly solicit your vote and
influence.
Respectfully signed,
A. L. Cox

JUMBO 48 SIZE

LETTUCE
HDS.
D. McNeill

Elmer Murchison—

FRESH TENDER FLORIDA

Dee L. McNeill—

(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page Oue) rendered to the people for Fultime seeking new property that ton County.
should be added to the tax
Another matter of vftal imrolls and to talk with you a- portance is the State's bond
bout your current assessments. money of $100,000,000. together
This I will continue to do. Each with the Federal aid, of which
year since I have been in office I will use all my influence to
there has been an increase in secure Fulton County's share
the
overall
assess- to build more and better roads
county
ment. This is very necessary and bridges.
due to greater demands on our
In conclusion, I will fulfill
.al governments but it must the duties of the office of
e done by seeking new
pro- County Judge without fear of
erty rather than added bur- criticism, making no excuses if
1 ns to already tax producing
I should willfully or wantonly
property.
--olommotagawli neglect any duties attached to
During my years in office I this office.
Therefore, I respectfully ask
have continually studied the
City Council—
tax laws and tried to apply the voters of Fulton County to
( Continued from Page 'Oise) them to my first hand know- weigh these matters carefully,
Another
consideration
La ledge of our county conditions and also, to consider this a
the matter of changing the in such a manner as to make personal appeal to each of you
method of selecting the City assessments that would produce for your vote.
Judge came to light today sufficient revenue for our local
Respectfully submitted,
n hen it was revealed that agencies. Property
Dee L McNeill
is by for
partible candidates may seek the most important tax source
to get their name on the of- of Governmental revenue in
ficial ballot in May. If the Kentucky, making it the finanordinance becomes Law becial mainstay of local governfore the last date for filing, ments.
It's A Girl
the names C1/1110i appear on
Mr and Mrs. David HumpI plan to make an extensive hreys of Wingo Route 1 are
the ballot, thus refusing the
right lie• Neal citizen to run campaign over the county dur- the proud parents of a baby
for •afteviously
elective ing the next three months but, girl, Temia Kay, born Feb. 14
in the meantime, I ask that at 8:43 a. m. at Fulton Hospitpublic
Meanwhile four city coun- every voter look into my past al. The
baby weighed six
cilmen expressed their views record and qualifications gain- pounds, two ounces.
on' the matter. Grady Virden. ed by experience with tax proand Charles Gregory could not blems. When you have done It's A Boy
this, I sincerely appeal to you
be reached for comrpent.
We congratulate Mr. and
Bob Binford. "I have listen- for your vote and ir mence Mrs. Cecil Wolberton of Fuled attentively to Fulton citi- and assure you that both will ton on the birth of a son born
zens who have discussed the be deeply appreciated.
at 3.33 a. m. Feb. 14 at Jones
Respectfully submitted. Hospital. The baby weighed 10
matter with me and I am willElmer Murchison
ing to review the decision of
pounds, two ounces and has
the council if such a meeting
been named Cecil Edward, Jr
is called by the proper per- those stories she has added
sons. I voted for the issue of many others. The book is de- It's A Girl
making the City Judge's office dicated to Ou ids's, and FulDr. and Mrs W. R. Cate,
appointive instead of elective ton's, Miss Mary
Royster Jr., of Nashville are the proud
On -the basis of the information who has started many a Ful- parents of a baby girl born
presented at the City Council ton studefit on their way to Feb. 11. Mrs. Cate is the
meeting. If this information the appreciation of the finer daughter of N. G. Cooke of
was in error I certainly want things of life.
Fulton.
to vote for the wishes of the
people in correcting my deci- Save Money
Shop In Fulton
Shop Fulton Value Days!
sion. I believe the people have
the greatest right to choose
Mrs Manor Roosevelt acclaims new HEARING MIRACLE .
their nublic officials as the
majority wishes."
"IT HERALDS A NEW DAY
James Meacham: "I have
heard
nothing further from
FOR THE
other City officials as to any
future action that might he
taken in the matter of making the City Judge's office anrointive instead of elective. If
a' meeting is to be called before the next regular meeting
of the City Council to discuss
the City Judge's office, I have
,not .been told anything about
It.,,
Joe Trees: "I had no 'dee
that there would he any protest about making the chance.
in selecting the City Judge.
Sine there is I am perfectly
willing to review the ordinance
and if this is done I hope that
citizens will take sufficient in"If penile only knew what•revelation and •joy
terest in the matter to come
The LISTEKIR is, they would not for • moment
before the Council and he
hesitate to wear one. This Is the first hearing aid
that exactly fits my needs as I can take it off and
heard if and when the ordinput it en as I mood it. I just didn't realise a hearance is reviewed."
ing aid could be as good am thief"
J. S. Mills: "We have been
discussing the matter among
members of the council and
. the amazing HEARING invention that defies detection
intend to come to some
%Of'
decision."
... the Otarion Listonor°1
It's the 'Niftiest step forward of the century! Twenty-flve
years to perfeet ...two seconds to put on ... nothing to hida,
NOTEBOOK
No cords, no ear buttons, no ear mold. To get the complete
(Continued from Page One)
story just send the coupon.
Wednesday
book
of ()tilde's
and while I only had the time
to glance through it. I know
he Marian Listener 517 Ken lucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.
that it will afford me a great
deal of pleasure reading it.
without east at obiisatisak, please sand illestrated tasiesal
Ouida's book is a compilation
of the many stories she has
written for various people and
subjects around here and to

A. L. Cox—

BURSTING WITH FLAVOR AND VALUE

POLE BEANS
SUPER RIGHT
FULLY MATURED
BEEF
KRAFT'S PARKAY

Oleomargarine
1-Lb.
Ctn.

Mame
Strout
Ott,

Isms.

Skate

1

33c

KRAFT'S MIRACLE WHIP

Salad Dressing
16-0a own
23c Jar
3/C

2 lbs• 29`
ROUND STEAK
1:;ER
CE:11
lb. 59c
Thick Sliced Bacon
Stewing Hens

SUPER RIGHT
RINDLESS
PAN-READY
4 TO
B. AVG.

KRAFT'S PHILA. BRAND

Cream Cheese
Pkg.
Pkg. .37G'
2"
1"29e_
KRAFT'S

Macaroni Dinner
Pkg.
747°Z.

15C

Bollards Biscuits
OVEN-READY

2 Pkgs. 25c
Crisco
Shortening
t!t37c 3 tI . 1.03
KRAFT'S

Velveeta
cHEESE
FOOD

1-Lb.
Loaf

HARD OF HEARING!"

3
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5-7;;UR GUARANTEE1
OF QUALITY

BIRTHS

sed

every person in the ccunty. But
If I should happen to miss you
please consider this my very
earnest solicitation for your
vote and influence, which will
be deeply sppreciated.
If I am elected, I assure
you that I shall do my be .t to
the people of this county well.
Sincerely,
John B. Stayton.

49c
KRAFT'S

JANE PARKER

2 990
L.. 330

SHARP CHEDDAR

JELLY
y ROLL CHEESE
NOW lit
lb. 65c
T SIZE

(Reg.)
70e

A& P

Apple Sauce
Ketchup MISSION
Pickles
Preserves
Luncheon Meat

16-0L
CAN

14-0Z.
BOTTLE

•••

BRAND

15c

6

LADY BETTY
CUCUMBER WAFERS

16J ARZ.

ANN PAGE PURR
STRAWBERRY OR BLACKBERRY

19
°

2 JAR 59°
29,
12 OZ.
CAN

SUPER RIGHT

100% PURE VEGETABLE

dexo Shortening

50

LB.
CAN

(1-Lb. Can 32c)

850

Caramels
1-Lb.
Beg

35c
KRAFT'S

French Dressing
16-0e.
Bottle

37c

KRAFT'S

SALAD

A & P FROZEN CONC. (6 Os)

L
Orange Juice g

CAN0
9C
PACK
0

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat., Feb. 23

Mustard
JtO
rez.

19c

KRAFT'S

DUNCAN HINES

Cheez-Whiz

Cake Mixes
Varieties

8-0z.
Jar

33c
K RAFT'S

Pt,
Jar

Mayonnaise
et 70,„
47c
Jar

All

VOLUME 21 ON SALE
Funk & Wagnolls
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Only 99c with any
purchase

Comet
Cleanser

Tide
Detergent
32c :::(7,9 Sirs 1.29

14-Ox.
31P9k-Ox. 1000 2 Cans
31c

Cashmere
Bouquet
TOILET SOAP

3 ::?;28c 2 ::trh. 27c

Surf
Detergent
r
Ph. 32c
Pkg • JG
Giant

.7

P
I%

Blue
Siiverdust
Gps,'',;* 7k
33c
'

itt:;

•N
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PATRICIA LATANE
Miss Latane,
I read your column every
week and enjoy it very much.
I would like you to answer
some of my questions.
Will my, Mother and Stepfather ever get along? Is he
running around with other women? Does be even try to find
work? Will Mother's health get

i.e. Peel
Maytag does

down paymentsb""wIL
Ind Easy Terms

Law

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Felten
217 Main

any better? If so, when? Will
my husband do better with his
new job? Did the girl that
used to work with him mean
anything other than a friend
to him? What are her initials?
Will my health be better or
will it cause trouble later on?
Will we have any serious
trouble or illness this coming
year or will things be better
all around?
Thanks a lot
R. M.
Dear R. M.
Yes your Mother and stepfather will get along if your
Mother will stop nagging him
the minute he walks in the
door. No he isn't going with
other women. Yes he is trying
to find work and will in the
next few weeks. There isn't
anything seriously wrong with
your mother. Yes your husband
will do better with his new
job and will do a whole lot

Don't be a rescue worker

better if you will forget the
girl. The girl that used to
work with him was only a
friend nothing 'more one of
her initials was J. .Your health
is better and will continue to
get better. It will not cause you
any more trouble. No you will
not have any serious trouble or
illness this year. But please
stop throwing this girl up to
your husband if you want to
keep him, as this is getting old.
Dear Pat
I am a girl who has been
married. I want you to answer
these questions for me:
Do you blame me for leaving my bushand? Could we
ever get along? Did my Husband love me? Would it not be
best for me to stay like I am?
Will I ever marry again? Will
I get a job? If so, when and
where will it be?
Thank you
C. B.
Dear C. B.
Yes I blame you for leaving
your husband for he was good
to you, made you a good living, and you would have gotten along fine if you had only
met him half way in place of
him giving 100% and you nothing. Yes your husband loved
you and you know it, for if
he hadn't he would never have
put up with you as long as he
d,id. Yes I think it would be
best for you to stay like you
are till you learn that marriage is a give and take proposition not a take and no give
proposition. No you will not
go to work anyway soon.
Dear Patricia Latane,
Glad you are back with the
"News". Will you tell me if I
will make the best decision for
my welfare with the problems
of which I will be having
soon? Could I make the purchase? Would it be the wise
thing to do? If so, when?
Will you please answer immediately.
Thank you
M. T.
Dear M. T.
Yes you will make the wise
decision. Yes you will make
the purchase. Yes, I think its
the only thing for you to do;
this will take place the first
of March.

.. buy an
clothes dryer
Sudden storms will still pop up ... but no more
"rescue rushes" for you! Your clothes are safely,
quickly, gently dried inside an electric clothes
dryer—rain or shine.
And all those extra steps you took to gather up
a long line of clothes are saved for more important things.
Start drying your clothes
the modern way ... with an
electric clothes dryer. Buy
an electric clothes dryer

Tardiactor'Eddie Cantor
Enrolls a Heart Volunteer

Dear Patricia,
I hope you can tell me where
my glasses are. I have lost
them
somewhere and
can't
find them.
Thanking you very much,
LB. •
Dear L B.
Your glasses are under the
seat of a sofa chair between
the arm and the bottom. Run
'your hand ,down beside the
arm and you will find them.
EDDIE CANTOR, the nation's No. 1 mCardlactor." pauses during •
sew of the Cardiac (link of Los Angeles Children's Hospital to enroll
Nerve Barbara Shedla la se volunteer Heart Fund army which will
*larch on Heart Sunder, Febssary 24. Mr. Causer, who suffered a
heart attack
years age. has bees desispaated se serve MS AWA/1.
see,isu llama hod Airastr.
ataste

Dear Miss Latane,
I want to ask you a few
questions. Will my husband
find a steady job soon? Will
he work at public work or
farm? Please tell me what he
did with what he bought January 26. Did he give it to his
boss? Will I find a job and
work soon?
M. C.
Dear 1,4_ C.
Yes your husband will go to
work soon as a farmer. If you
are referring to a package tie
purchased on January 26, 1957
no it wasn't given to his boss,
however his boss knows about
this package. No you will not
find work any time soon, you Dear B. E.
will go to work about the midYes this man thinks a lot of
dle of the summer.
vou but he just isn't the marria ae type. I don't think he
Dear Pat,
will ever marry if he does it
I am writing again. I mire will be several years from
hope to read this colurnn next now.. It is up to you: I see no
week. Patricia, please answer reason for your ouiting this
and tell me what is wrong man unless you want to: if you
with my son and wife. She are
marriage,
looking
tor
accuses him of everything, but which I think you are, you
he told me he hoped God should drift away from him
would strike him with any- and in with someone else. You
thing if, he had done any- know a man who has asked
thing wrong. I want them to you for dates who would make
be happy, and why don't he go you a nice husband but you
to his wife's mother? He never don't thirk he's good looking,
says one word against any of but as the old saying goes
them, or anyone else. I love looks are only skin deep. He
them very much. I want my would 'be good to you, and
son to do right, God knows I make you a rood living I
do. I will be looking for an think. After you're with him a
answer.
few times you would overlook
D. E.
his not being good looking.
P. S. If anyone .s talking a- Why not give him a date.
gainst this boy please tell me.
Dear Pat,
Dear D. E.,
I have written to you beWhy don't'you get both sides

GET THAT

FEELING!
with

FULL

When You Stop at Hotel Claridge

HOUSTPOWEI?
TM.

Full HOUSEPOWER provides for more convenient, economical use of appliances you now
own—and those you will add in the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER is an
investment in better living. Call our office or ask
your electrician about the Certified HOUSEPOWER plan.

see what we mean the moment you
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
completely refurnished and air conditioned
room even contains a complimentary TV set!
Next trip, be sure you get that "At Horne
Away From Home" feeling . . . stay at
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
You'll

• Prue thrensigh. Perking

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Dear Pat,
I am a weekly reader of the
County News and enjoy reading it, and also your page.
I have gone with a nice man.
for three months. He tells me
things he wants to do in the
future. Tell me, Does he tell
The truth?
Am I admired by a lot of
men? What kind of career will
I have?
Very truly,
M. C.
Dear M. C.
The nice young man you
have been going with is telling you the truth but by the
time he is what I would say
is a man. — able to support a
wife — his plans may change.
No you are not admired by a
lot of men nor boys. You are
liked by people but you are
not the come here'er type.
Your career will be washing
dishes, baby diapers and keeping house.

FARMERS OFFERED
ADVANCE SERVICE

Mrs.
ed to I
ter a
brothet
rin ani
ter, hi
Texas.
Mrs.

Farmers participating in the
Soil Bank program and cotton growers can arrange for
official
premeasurement
of
their 1957 Soil Bank acreage
acres and farni cotton allotments. These measurements can
be made before cotton planting time. To get premeasurement service, a request must
be filed with the County ASC
office before March IS, 1957.
(Charges for this seryice in
°Ilion County has been tiet at
$6.00 per farm plus., 30c cents
per allotment acre)
PremeaFurement
is
purely
optional and is offered as a
service to farmers who prefer to have an official measurement to use as a guide,
states C. C. Vaughn, County
Chairman.
All cotton acreage, as well
as land in acreage reserve, will
he measured as soon as, possible after the crop is established to determine acreage coinphones. A farm will be considered to be within the farm
allotment if the crop is plantpremeasured
ed
within
the
area.
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of the story, you only have ,his I fore, but never received an
Go To Church Sunday
side; oily not talk with her answer. Could you please anand ask her. What does he i..ver these %estions for me?
want to go to his wife's Mother
Will my husband ever be
Accurate
for? She hasn't done anything called back to his last job- If
to him, she didn't bother them, o, when' Will we stay where
WORKMANSHIP
none of her people bothered we are ,or move soon? Will
At Low Cost
them so why should he have my baby ever be well? Will
Wasiak Clocks sad lime
anything against them. 11:J one we be out of debt soon?
of All Clads Asestis talking about him, but his
Please answer this soon, as
mealy Repaired at LOW Cast
wife wants a home; he wants
I am
anxious to know the
b7.•-•
to spend money on cars, I
answers.
think you will find this is part
ANDREWS
Thank you,
of the trouble. I don't blame
M. L.
Jewelry Company
any married woman for wanting a home of her own as Dear M. L.
there's no house big enough for
No your husband will never
two women, this causes one of be called back to his job. Yes
them to feel like she is a visi- you will move but just a short
tor and this soon gets old. I distance from where you now
think you agree with your son are living; yes your baby will
too much.
be well. No, you will never
be out of debt unless you both
Dear Miss Latane.
get on the same end of the
OLDEST CATHEDRAL
you
A year PIZO. W. had a little rope and start pulling;
St.
Joseph's Cathedral, Bradblack aog that disaroeared one can't get out of debt with you stown, is the oldest Cathedral
at
one
end
and him at the west of the Allegheny Mounday. Could you tell me what
other end and both of you tains. It was built in 1816.
happened to it?
pulling against each other
K. G. T.
Many tourists view its historical art treasures.
Dear 1C., G. T.
Your dog was ricked on and Dear Pat,
I have been reading
your
JUST WHAT
is in a colored section of town
South of you He is in a pin column for sometime, and I beTHE
BABY NEEDS
lieve you can advise me on my
at the
back of the colored
problem.
house.
ran be found in our
iII types Of insures..
My husband, and I are dibaby department. Baby
Dear Miss Latane.
vorced, and I have our three
r, i -. • , . •ht ,A, 7
There is a man I know who children,
SAVI:
:
GET
whom
I
worship.
necessities.
seems to like me. He has done Things have been very tough
many
rice things for
PACKAGE
I Gifts Wrapped Free
me. for us, since I am changing
DEAL
There is also another woman everything. Will I make a go
-Covering everything"
Vs-ES TENN DEPT.
he has been nice to. Should I of everything this time'
keep seeing this man or forget
Will I find happinesii
STORE. Inc.
309 F..ist walnut St.
him entirely? Do you think I When?
Tahoe.
F,.
Phoe•
104
will ever mean anything to
Ftlit,-;:a
Uncertain,
him"
J. M. C.
Anxiously waiting,
The ihnerhersti Mon them • sior,
B. E.

now!

Live Better Electrically

Dear J. M. C.
Yes you will make a go of
it, and you will find happiness
in July of this year, but there
is one thing you will have to
learn that is not to interfere
when someone like a stepfather corrects your three children. If he does something you
think is wrong do not correct
the step-father in front of the
children; wait until you're alone. U you can learn to let
a step-father correct your children happiness will be your
lot from the start and there
will be very little adjusting to
be done.

• Cadres Ungar II Eno

Hotel Claridge
MEMPHIS' MOST MODERN HOTEL

flu

DEM JOHNSON I
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Now *kg with Styistsvfe body, standard at no
wee cost. Available NI 6n,4- and S it body lengths,

ORB
TRUCKS b

•Corne see the new boldly modern Ford trucks, featuring then
three major truck firsts:
1. The first pickup to ride and
handle exactly like a line ear—the
new Ford Ranchero.
2. The first pickup trucks with
modern cab-wide bodies, standard
at no extra coat. They're Ford's
new Styleeide pickups.
L The first completely modern
Tilt Cabe in the low-price field.
NEW Orlywired celn—roornior,
stronger, sma rtfor I
NEW hydrofoils died., Postdate Ist all 'node's] Works His
hydrofoil< brakes.
NEW ding easel Now chassis
suspension with longer ',prima.
NEW pews, esivences1 New
higher hereepevestr, loner
benelishig.

vvvv-vvvvvvv.

—

Tosodify new 1110c:;
Lig to 40,000 lb. OCW.

•

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Truck—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Owen,
Carol and Darla, Mr. and Mrs. •CHESTNUT GLADE
•FULTON ROUTE 5
CAYCE NEWS
Billy Clapp and Karen Sue,
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •
Mn. Brooks Oliver •
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Ladd,
01=NIIi
Mrs. Emma Edwards return- Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Guthrie and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson
Several from this cornrnunMr. and Mrs. Mercer Boone, of Fulton were Sunday guests
ed to her home last Friday af- Tony all of Water Valley, Keni
t
y
attended
the
Weakley and children were last Sunday of her grandmother,
ter a months visit with her tucky.
Mrs. Ruth
County basketball tournament, visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
brother, Mr. and Mrs. Lee HerGuy Cloys.
Mrs. Jean Roes, Mrs. Mildred at Martin
last
week.
Finch
and family.
rin and with her grand-daugh- Vaughan
returned
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Curce
to
their
Martin teams were especiter, Miss Jean Brown, Dallas, home in Detroit, Mich. after
Mrs. Nolan Williams was and sons visited Mr. and Mrs.
Texas.
several days visit with their ally fortunate to be able to taken to Haws Memorial hos- J. J. Curce recently.
play in the finals after defeat- pital last Monday
and is in a
Mrs. and Mrs. L H. Huchin- aunt, Mrs. Porter Lewis and
Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgely,
ing the very good teams that very serious
condition.
eon have moved on the Earl Mr. Lewis. They also visited
We Tenn. spent Wednesday and
they
met
before
the
finals. wish for her a very speedy Thursday night with Mrs. Daitheir uncle, Mr. Walter KimWilliams plane.
Congratulations to each team, recovery.
sie Bondurant and
Cjarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis bro and Mrs. Kimbro and oth- and especially to
the boys,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Per- She was called to attend the
visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter er relatives.
who
defeated
the
Dresden
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Raymond Harmenter, visited Mr. Permenter's bedside and funeral of her
Kimbro last Sunday afternoon.
team.
relatives and friends in Alamo sister, Miss Myrtle Burnette,
Mn. Opal Webb visited her rison Fulton, Kentucky visited
The
Martin
girls
played Wednesday. Almo is the home who passed away Wednesday
sister, Mrs. Maude Pharis, Fri- Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta Sunvery good ball also, but were town. where Mr. Permenter afternoon in the Fulton Hosday afternoon.
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Inman unable to defeat the very fine Lived most of his younger life, pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
Gleason team. Playing on the and he really enjoyed talking
Mrs. Vada Bard, Mrs. Paul
visited Mr. and Mrs Willie and boys visited her parents,
team
were; Edna with his young friends.,
Mr. arid Mrs. Carl Phillips Martin
Hornbeak
and
Miss
Hattie
McClannahan Monday night.
Rawls, Patsy Nanney, Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith. and Hanyiton of Fulton, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs James M. Phil- Sunday.
Ruth
Finch,
Treva Terrell, and Mrs.
Thursday
evening dinner
lips and family Fulton visited
John
Farabough,
are visited Mr. and Mrs. Almus
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl guests in the home of Mr. and Panzy Nanney, from Chestnut visiting
and
vacationieg
in Wall Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. John Howell, Jr. were the Glade.
Mrs. Kenneth Oliver and
Florida these days.
Phillips Saturday.
Horace Jones, came down
of
Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Oina Watts is improv- Kenny
Saturday night supper guests Rev. and Mrs. Junior Collins
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. of Mammoth Springs, Arkan- ,from Chicago last week, and ing at her .home now, after a spent the week end with Mrs.
Wayne
sold his farm to T. Dowdy. long stay following an opera- Daisie Bondurant and Clarice
Wallace Webb was his mother, sas, Rev. and Mrs.
and attended the funeral of
Mrs. Stella Webb of Fulton, Owen, Darla and Carol of The sale was post-poned due tion in the hospital. _
- Water Valley, Mr. and Mrs. to the rain on Friday, till MonMrs. Brooks Oliver, and son her aunt Miss Myrtle BurKentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Crad- Emmett Caldwell, Fulton and day. A welcome is extended Johnny went to Memphis Wed- nette.
Miss Eva Johnson has reto the Dowdy family, from the nesday.
dock
Johnny went for a
and
grandson, Gerald Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd.
community and school.
home
after
several
check-up following
Craddock, Clinton, Kentucky
his
ear turned
NEW BUILDING
Visited
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Atkinson, operation seven weeks ago. The weeks visit with relatives in
Mr. • and
Mrs. Earl
Craddock and family Sunday
The First Baptist Church of have sold their farm to Mr. doctor says the operation was Union City, Tenn.
Bill Gadberry made a busiafternoon.
Martin has approved erection and Mrs. Charles Sherridon. just perfect: as Johnny could
Mr. and Mri. John Howell, of a nevi $75,000 educational Mr. and Mrs. Atkinson, have hear better than he himself. ness trip to St. Louis,- Mo.
present bought a home on Jefferson Needless to say we are all last week.
the
Jr. served a chili supper last unit .west
of
Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memwalking on air.
Monday night to the following: Church property.
St in Fulton.
Mr. J. 'I'. Oliver is improv- phis, Tenn. is visiting Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Martin
from Union City, visited Mr. ing slowly after a six weeks Mrs. Chester Wade and Mrs.
Edna Alexander..
and
Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan illness.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Mrs. James Haygood
Was
Sunday. Mrs. Martin, will be
visited
Mrs.
Mary
remembered as Katherine hostess for a stanley party Clarice
Trees in Fulton Sunday aftergiven Monday afternoon.
Smotherman.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Per- noon.
Mrs. Opal Pounds. continues
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, Mrs. Edmenter, enjoyed the following
With each 100 chicks bought from us
to improve at the Jones Hosvisitors Sunday afternoon: Mr. na Alexander and Mrs. Chespital.
and Mrs. James Phillips, and ter Wade and Audy visited
after Wednesday Feb. 27 we will give a
Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Lester Phillips of Union Mrs. Daisie Bondurant SaturAgri A. B. Reed, after the City,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert day afternoon.
sudden pealing of her father, Rucker and Larry of Fulton.
Mrs. Maurice Bondurant visMr. Flails last week.
Bro. and Mrs. Hicks, and ited Mrs. Kenneth Oliver SatMr. and Mrs. Will Reed, Mr. daughter of Henderson, Mr. Urday night.
and Mrs. Mart Reed, Mrs. For- and Mrs. Wall and Caroline
rest Rogers, and Mrs. Mildred Colley were the Sunday visitBrununett, attended the funer- ors of Mr. and Mrs. James • PLEASANT VIEW
al services for Mr. Rails at Hazelwood and boys.
Mrs. George Elliott •
Dover last Thursday.
Mr. Frank Parrish is convalMr. Ed Thomas remains in escing at home after returning
It seems the sick in the coma very critical condition, ap- from a hospital in Arkarugis munity are improving. Mrs.
February the second. He un- Jeter
pears unchanged.
Bowlin was able to be
Congratulations to M i s sea derwent surgery while there. at church.
Mr.
Frank
Parrish's
sisterMr. and Mrs Richard Carter,
Sherry Wade and Linda Harwbod. who have stumped the in-law, Mrs. Will Parrish died Mr. and Mrs. Elec King were
in
Florida
and
was
buried guests Saturday night at a fish
"Twenty-one Question," panel
supper in the home of Mr. and
We are NOW HATCHING! Hatches off
on W-F-U-L recently. This is there Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Kin- Mrs. Edgar Reeves.
a very interesting program at
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Holt
715 each morning. The brill- dred, and son Richard, Mr. and
each Wednesday: pullets, cockerels or
iant line of questioning by Mrs. Otto Kindred of Detroit and Rhonda. Mr. and Mrs. Jasvisited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
this high school group is most
pr Pliott visited Mr. and Mrs.
straight run.
•
interesting. 0u r congratulat- Watts and Mrs. Clovis Nanney Eldred Cashon near Mayfield
Monday,
end
Tuesday of this Sunday afternoon.
ions to each member of the
week.
The spring revival will begin
panel.
Mrs. Ern Griffin, mother of the fourth Sunday
The Chestnut Glade Home
in March.
ALL THE NEW BURPEES 1957 varieties
Demonstration Club will meet Mrs. Mivione Morrison was Bro. Arthur WIllinson will be
taken
the
to
hospital
Friday.
the evangelist.
in the C. R. Reams home at
of Seed on hand Bulk or package.
Mrs. Homer Hazlewood spent
1 o'clock. Thursday. You are She is not doing so well.
Mrs. Frank Parrish, and son a few days last week
invited to attend this meeting,
with her
Donald
entertained
the seventh daughter, Mrs. Robert Wall.
if you are interested in new
and eighth grades at Chestnut
and
improved
methods
o f Glade.
with a Valentine Party
MARTIN ROTARY HEAD
homemaking.
Thursday. A good time was
Dean Paul Meek of the U-T
Mrs. Sallie Nanney continues
had by all. The other grades Martin Branch has been
electto improve.
State Line, across from Browder Mill
enjoyed parties also.
Phase 483
ed President of the . Martin
Rotary Club and will take
Go To Church Sunday
Listen to WFUL for latest news! office July 1st.

• NEW HOPE NEWS
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the guest of Mrs. Oliver Taylor Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Joyce Taylor •
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sanders visited her mother, Mn.
We had a few days of sun- Addie Casey, Sunday evening.
shine last week which every
Mrs. Sallie Floyd is ill at
one was glad to see, it made the home of her niece, Mrs.
us think spring is just around Frank Midyett of Fulton.
the corner.
Bro. and Mrs. Lewis of FulMost of the sick in our com- ton
entertained
a
number
munity are slowly improving. from the Bethlehem and DukeMesdames Addie Casey, Lillian dom churches Friday night,
Howard, and Pearl Carr are Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittenall better and Mr. Rowland is den and girls from Manleyville
up and around.
were also present.
Mrs. Willie Crittenden
Larry Breedlowe preached at
is
home from the hospital where Bethlehem Church Sunday
she spent a few days last week night.
for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore,
Mrs. Tremon
Rickpan
and Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire,
Mrs. M.cNatt were Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
Mrs. Carl Heinline and Mrs. and
Larry, Mr. and
Mrs.
Marguerite Stephens and Gary. Oliver Taylor and Joyce and
Miss Constance Jones was Bro. and Mrs. Lewis ate Sunthe guest in the home of day dinner with Mrs. Maude
Oliver Taylor last week, she and Miss Constance Jones. A
and Mr. and Mrs. Taylor call- sumptuous dinner was served
ed to see Mrs. Lillian Howard, and each one enjoyed the
Mr. and Mrs. Brann and Miss fellowship
together
in
the
Emma Carr Tuesday afternoon. afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittenden, Susan and Nan Lou
DINNER GUESTS
of Manleyville spent Friday
Miss Ruby Jean Price and
night with Hrs. Crittenden's Gene Gardner of Fulton were
parents„ Mr. and Mrs. Roy the honored dinner guests SunEmerson.
day 10th of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Mrs. Weaver Thacker was Christian, Charleston, Mo.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

ATTENTION CHICK RAISERS

FREE

25-LB. BAG OF

BALDRIDGE'S
PRE SPRING

SALE
IS NOW IN PROGRESS

Browder's Mash

FULTON HATCHERY

Otilited
Only

•

BIGGEST and BEST values we have ever
offered...in lines you need, such as
housewarse, ready-to-wear, notions, tools.
etc.

BALDRINE'S
5-10-25c STORE
Lake Street

Fulton

EXTRA-FIRM MATTRESS

"Posture"

0

•

EXTRA-FIRM MATTRESS

attrollonthl

95

Mod* by•$er•• Ammialle

9

with any mattress $ca95
Compare!selling
up to even au — •
• Upholstered to Perfection with
ileoutiful, Long-Wearing
Coverings!
• Extra Levellxing Layer
• Sox Spring and Mattress Matched
Pretects Mattress...sad yes!
to Each Other For Support S Wear I
• Both Sides Fully Insulated with • Mode By The Makers of Famous
Top Quality Uphoisteryl
Urfa"Perfect steeper-6 Mattress.

MU. OR TWIN SIZE
Matching Box Sprats
Some low Prim

• Extra-Heavy Innersprings
For Firm, ResilleM Comfort!

IStst

kr""•• Thed Ink Trod All
Our—Whoa you wake se
with a end, aching bock—
you ars lust not rustled I All
day you pay a.* penalty
of b•Ing a ittle tIr•d to
Wort with.
Iltorled Seek amend All
Over—and what a differonce I You almost latt getting
out el bed. You'r• bright,
alorf...sta rt Int day with that
"top of the world" fooling.

EASY TERMS!
Choose Any Way to Pay...
the cost is pennies per day!
Now's the time to buy a Serta-"Posture" mattress.
Get the kind of firm support that rests your back
with your spine level—as doctors recommend!Get
Invigorating new sleeping comfort "head-to-toe"
...that "comeletely rested" feeling when you
awaken. Compare the Sorts-"Posture" with any
other mattress—regardless of price. Compare the
firmness, high-grade coverings, the crush-proof
borders. You'll agree...this is a great value!

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS

This aseriress adveribed
ht5..100rool Of the
Atheicen Atteelkel
Asseidollos

"Perfect Sleeper"!

Bennett Electric & Furniture Company
WALNUT STREET

PHONE 201

FULTON, KY.

No Decision Yet On Prison Location
As this is being written, business
leaders of Fulton are still confident
that Fulton is in prime running for
selection as the site tor the new Federal prison, despite the fact that no
word of the project has leaked out of
Washington in over two weeks.
Fulton has done all that it knows
to do, to secure this huge project,
Hundreds of communications to Prison officials and Federal leaders, telephone calls, a 5-man delegation making a personal trip and support of such
organizations as the BRT have together pushed the project to the limit of
our abilities.
Fulton would seem to offer a wonderful area for prison personnel to
live in: plenty ,of fishing, hunting,
sports all around us; Reelfoot Lake,

THESE WOMEN!

A

By d'/Usesio

Kentucky Lake, the Mississippi river
nearby, fine railroad and highway network here affording quick tripe anywhere in the niidwest.
We have been under the impression
that final selection wee a choice between Fulton or somewhere in Southern Illinois; but a trip into Southern
Illinois last week and a conversation
with various newspaper and radio
men there disclosed the fact that they
don't think they are going to get it.
So keep your fingers crossed and
be cordial to any inspection committee
that might suddenly appear in the
local area: .there's a fifteen milliondollar construction job in the offing,
plus a million-dollar annual payroll
every year when completed and functioning.

was performed Monday night,
February 15, with the Rev. E.
M. Mathis reading the impressive single ring ceremony at
the Methodist parsonage in the
Mrs.
presence of Mr. and
George Moore. Inunediately after the ceremony the couple
left for a bridal trip to Nashville and other points and will
return to Fulton to make their
borne.
John Loyd Jones, who is •
freshman at Murray College,
spent last week end in Fulton
with his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
J. L Jones at their home on
Eddings street. He was accomroommate,
his
by
panied
Thomas Stokes, who was his
house guest for the week end.

to their usual schedules. During recent weeks due to flood
eastand
conditions, north
bound mails have been greatly
delayed, but much improvement has been made in deliveries this week.
After an enforced vacation
of three weeks due to flood
conditions the Hickman High
School and 8th grade resumed
classes Monday, Supt. Calvin
states. During the flood the
school buildings were used to
house refugees fleeing the bottom lands and West Hickman_

ensues — unman city lama,'

Mail and express deliveries SAT. — SUN. FEB. 23 — 114
BETRAYED
are becoming more regular this
week and trains are returning Clark Gable — Lana Turner
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Double Feature I!

Reserve Program Brings "Spendable Dough"
There is a new expression catching
hold in military language spoken by
those who actively participate in the
Armed Forces Reserve Program.
is "spendable
The expression
dough," and it has more meaning to
Army Reservists than any other group.
This is the term given to the one-day's
pay each Reservist gets for the twohours training he takes at his weekly
drills, and the full pay he gets during
two weeks of summer camp.
Army planners say that this is the
money the citizen-soldiers usually do
not compute with the monthly family
burget. These plus dollars are over
and above the civilian salaries. These
dollars move fast and get into plenty
of cash registers.

This once-a-week pay day in a small
town with a company-size unit of about 100 men means more than
$25,000 extra dollars a year circulating in the local economy.
Across the nation in some 5300 company-size units, 208,000 Army veterans now participating in the Reserve
program for pay drew an estimated
$95 million during Fiscal Year 1956
— and that's a lot of "spendable
*!
dough."

Zoning Programs Are Here To Stay
Zoning is vital to "keeping the
kitchen stove out of the parlor," says
Stuart Chase, noted author. And it's
up to every citizen to learn about zoning, particularly in this town.
Pointing to the New York Times
study which found that more than 100
million Americans now live under zoning laws, Chase declares in an article
"Zoning Cornea To Town" in the Febr-

uary Reader's Digest:
"Zoning is about one-third law and
two-thirds human relations. If there
is no mutual trust between the zoning
officials and the townspeople, zoning
might as well go out the window."
But he is firmly convinced that zoning is — and must be — here to stay,
expanded and improved.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

George Washington Prayed For Peace
By Richard J. Cushing,
Archbishop of Boston
WE HONOR George Washington as
one of history's greatest soldier-statesmen. The fact is, he is much more than
this.
When he led the colonial troops to
battle Washington had no nuclear
weapons or guided missiles to hurl at
his enemy. But he did have a secret
weapon that helped him defeat the
despotism that threatened our national freedom.
THIS GREAT military leader did
not rely on arms alone. At Valley
Forge, and throughout the American
Revolution, he turned to God. seeking
in Him a strength and courage he
knew he cseld never discover in himself. He did this with the conviction
that, since human rights and dignity
:tome from God, it is to God that we
must turn for their restoration.
George Washington was a man of
prayer.
IT IS NEARLY 200 years since our
nation, under the leadership of Washington, freed itself from the chains of
political oppression. But the world today is, faced with a problem similar
to his. The Communists have already
robbed many nations of their freedom
and are threatening to extend their
Godless regime throughout the whole
world.
Americans find it hard to imagine
how cruel Communist tyranny is. The
smile that at times wrinkles the face
of "Big Brother" makes us feel that
the Reds are not too bad after all. But
the slaughter in Hungary and the experiences of missionaries returned
'from prison camps behind the Iron
Curtain tell a different story. They
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remind us that behind that warm grin
beats a cold and ruthlless heart.
Already the free people of the
world have joined in efforts to stop
this diabolical tyranny. To the extent
that freedom loving people have united, it would seem that history is repeating itself. But this is not enough.
ONE THING still remains. Will the
people of our time realize, as Washington did, the power of prayer in this
struggle? Will we learn that besides
the hydrogen bombs and guided missiles there is one more weapon with
out which victory can never be won?
Will we turn to prayer?
Washington's prayers, offered to
God in the midst of war, were for the
preservation of the rights of the individual, who possesses a unique
dignity as the image of God. He prayed for the protection of the oppressed
against whatever violates their liberties. Our prayers today must be for
these same things —thattGod's providence may restore them wherever
they have been violated.

iiiliocription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton.
..1411mson, Graves Counties, Ky.. and Ohion
wvi Weakley Counties, Tenn.: Elsewhere
throughout the United States 13.00 per year
Dnliered as second clam matter June IS, 1922
.4 Ike post -.Mee at Fulton. Kentucky, ender
in flatted Slates postal sot of March. 1879.
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Down at Martin it has always been the custom to signal
the location of a fire by a
short blast code on the fire
siren following the first long
blast. Last week a new siren
was installed and the code
changed to 10 long blasts.
The first fire call last week
so confused many old timers
that one man ran out of his
house convinced that an air
raid %vas on, and another told
his friends that the National
Guard had been called out.
Reminds me of the time
back years ago when I first
went to work for a paper down
in Clarksdalie, Miss One morning about 4 a. m. I awoke,
heard a terrifying droning near
the house that returned several
times, was convinced that a big
transport plane was about to
crash-land at the nearby airstrip, jumped into my clothes,
ran out and got in the car and
headed for the airport to get
the tragic story. About a block
away I ran into the city street
and
moaning
sweeper, just
groaning along as it did its
early morning chores .... and
there was my crash-landingplane noises. That happened 18
years ago and this is the first
time I have ever told that one
on myself!
"Mac" McKelvy, manager at
U-Tote-Em for the past couple
of years since the store moved
to its present quarters, has
the
with
company
parted
organization due to physical
condition and is going to take
over operation of the Fulton
Newsstand from E. C Grisham.
Understand that Mac is going
to move the business over in
a part of the former Andrews
on
building
Store
Jewelry
Church....
Fulton's other chain grocery
also changes managers this
week as genial "Jim" Cullum
turns A&P over to J. C. King.
Jim, being a Fulton native, had
no trouble "being at home"
around here and everybody
will certainly miss him as he
gets settled down in Memphis

in a new job with the company that is a nice promotion.
But anyhow, here's a big
"welcome" to J. C. King at
AAP and to F. Y. Hollis,
Jacksonian, who is
another
new manager at U-Tote-Em.
We had always heard a lot
about the Phi Delts but nothing quite so bad as the way
a local daily put it Tuesday
in telling about a fire in the
Phi Dolt House at Alabama.
Said the headline. "Fire breaks
out in nursing home.- Ouch!
Just, vAien we think we're
going to make it through the
rest of the winter without any
more irritations like ice storms.,
sudden freezes, daily downpours and the like, here comes
a letter from far off that completely ruins our equilibrium.
Was over at the Coffee Shop
Monday and the mailman delivered a letter to the gang
from Johnny Morgan, a transplanted Fultonian now staying
at the Stratford Hotel in Tarpon Springs, Fla. to Wit:
"Do hope you all are not
frozen in that cold weather up
in the north country. Here I
it
am in beautiful Florida
takes just a few whiffles of
this clean, balmy ozone, which
carries a fragrance of wild
bees and honey... and the
breeze is so soft and soothing
that it makes your hair curl
and tingle; I'd say this is the
life of Riley. Now all I have
to do is locate the Fountain
of Youth and I'll be very well
satisfied.
weather
down
"Wonderful
here: lots of sunshine and
flowers; went fishing today
and caught 40 pounds; been
fishing every day this week;
going again tomorrow; temperature 82 to 86 every day.
—Johnnie"
Johnnie, retired veteran of
United Fruit Company, has well
earned his fun but that description of - the balmy breezes
makes hard readin' to us in
the north country at thi; time
of the year!
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HISTORY CAN repeat itself. There
is no tyranny so awful that it will not
crumble beneath the arm of the Allpowerful God. Will our fight for freedom be as prayerful as Washington's?
It is up to you . .. and your prayers.
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Sunday — Monday

Tuesday — Wednesday
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TURNING BACK THE(LOCK
AP'

The-Drice of great nc :s responsibility.
— Winston Churchill
Only those men and women gain
greatness who gain Lhemselves in a
complete subordination of self.
_Mary Baker Eddy
Responsibility walks hand in hand
with capacity and power.
—J. G. Holland
Behold the turtle. He makes progress only when br sticks his neck
out.
—James Bryant Conant

1 member of the Kentucky Preen Association
member ef the Felton County Farm Barman

FULTON

For the Army Reserve sergeant with
about six years service this spending
cash comes to more than $400 a year,
and for a Reserve Army Captain with
ten years service this spendable dough
comes to over $900 a year.

Responsibility's like a string we can
only see the middle of. Both ends are
out of sight.
—William McFee
If any man seeks for greatness, let
him forget greatness and ask for truth,
and he will find both.
—Horace Mann

Fulton has been awarded the
district basketball tournament
which will be held here at
the Science Hall gym Friday
and Saturday, March 5th and
6th. Teams from high schools
in Carlisle. Hickman and Fulwill participate.
ton counties
has
27
Saturday. February
been set as the date for holding of the drawings for position.
Fulton Bulldogs defeated the
ace Sedalia five Tuesday night
at the Science Hall gym by the
score of 27-26 in a hard fought
and thrilling game.
The Junior Woman's Club of
Fulton held its regular monthly meeting Friday at 2:30 p. m.
at the home of Mrs. Wallis
Koelling on Fourth Street. AsMrs.
were
sistant hostesses
Arch Huddleston. Jr and Mrs.
The chairLivingston Read
man, Mrs. Lawrence Holland,
presided over a brief business
session. The secretary, Mrs.
Hendon Wright, read the minutes of the previous meeting and

roll
next
Mrs.
Ruth

call. The club will meet
month at the home of
Uel Killebrew with Miss
Graham joint hostess.

The
Fulton
Chamber
of
Commerce held its annual banquet and election of directors
at the Methodist Church here
Monday night. President, J. E.
Fall, presided over the meeting
with a good attendance present. The following board of directors were named
R. H.
Wade, Ira Little, Leon Browder, Hoyt Moore, Joe Da v is,
Smith Atkins, Ernest Fall, Raymond Peeples and T. J. Kramer.
The board of directors met
Wednesday night and re-elected J. E Fall president. Other
officials chosen
were: Hoyt
Moore, vice president;
Louis
Kasnow, treasurer; Joe Davis.
secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brady
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Ella Frances to Reel,
nald Williamson. The ceremony
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SOYBEANS NOT HARD TO RAISE BUT
THEY HAVE SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

-

.by: William Owens)
Soybeans are not a difficult
crop to raise, but they do have
a definite climate and moisture requirements. Work
is
now being conducted to develop new varieties that are adapted for a wider range of
soil and climatic conditions.
No one practice will insure
high yields. Soybeans, like any
other crop, respond to good
soil
management
There are
any number of factors that
will affect yields.
Soybeans are comparatively
shallow -rooted and drouth-resistant like tobacco and cotton.
The growing season necessary

ninon
flood
High
umed
the
ed to
botlunan.

away
—
artier
mower

to produce a hay crop is moderately short, and even a seed
crop will mature in less time
than
is
required
by
corn.
Therefore, soybeans may often
be grown on land that is too
wet for early planting of corn
or cotton. A hard or crusted
surface often causes the bean
neck to break, and thus reduces the stand. Even when
drilled, soybeans may pefmit
as much qr even more erosion
than row crops because soybeans leave the soil very loose.
Therefore, they should be restricted to nearly level topography.
Seedbeds for soybeans
WilMe

APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION
and
For The Hest In

SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—

A!

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commerceal Ave.
(Next to News Office)
21 Hour Service

should receive as much attention as other crops. Either late
fall or early spring plowing
gives good results The goal
is to give weed seeds a chance
to germinate two or threh
times before planting time.
Chemical controls for weeds
have given too varied results
to make a blanket recommendation for their use. Dinitro has
given
promising
results
in
Indiana, but no data is available for this partitular locality. The best • bet is to try
chemical control on a small
plot, and compare the results
with cultivation controls.
Recommendations vary from
state to state, and within a
state, depending on the variety
and method of planting in determining the planting rates,
Most states find you can get
good results using one bushel
as a "rule of the thumb" planting rate. However, two factors
affect the rate of plant0g:
(1) germination and (2) row
width.
Tests show that germination
will drop off fast on beans
that have been. stored very
long at high moisture contents.
These low germinating seeds
must be planted at heavier
-stss $r, pet desired stands
Minnesota recommends planting about one plant per inch
af row in forty inch rows.
This takes about sixty pounds

1951 Heart Fund Poster

OFFICIAL POSTER of 1957
Haan Fund campaign features •
swa against • red heart,
tatethe slows "Help Your Heart
hog — Eh* Your Illean." It n

balai

disployed lhank

4.40

BOTTLED
IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD

PINT 2.75
%-PINY 1.40 •
QUART 5.40
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HOME

The .Thomas
.Home,
Lexington, .is. a .two-story
Georgian Colonial brick house,
built in 1794 for Thomas Hart.
His daughter Lucretia married
Henry Clay there. In
this
house lived
John
Bradford,
editor of Kentucky Gazette,
John Hunt Morgan, Confederate leader, and Cassius M.
Clay, the emancipationist.

[ PONTIAC WINS
THE FLYING MILE
AT DAYTONA!
•

^

A STANDARD PONTIAC STOCK CAR SWEEPS ITS CLASS
IN THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT EVENTS TO YOU FROM THE

3

,

of ninety percent germinating
seed per, acre. With twentyfour inch rows, plant 'ninety
to a hundred pounds of goad
seed.
Solid
drilled
beans
ihould be planted at two bushels to an acre Most beans are
planted in forty inch ,rows
but
narrower
row
spacings
have increased yields three to
eight bushels in tests.
Soybeans do not return as
much organic matter to the
soil as corn or small grains.
On land that is planted to
beans several years in succession, barnyard manure should
be applied to help maintain
tilth.

COLONIAL
FIFTH

I

I

STANDPOINT OF ON-THE-HIGHWAY PERFORMANCE - - - - -
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CONSERVATION
NOTES

Richard Adams received his
basic conservation
plan. He
plans to use a shorter rotation.
Proper land use, use of contour cultivation, and sod waterways make this possible. Results are 19 acres rnore of
permenant pasture. With permenant pasture he will have
no loss of time from grazing as
he would while establishing a
sew seeding.
John Fleming who lives.in
Watershed
Creek
the
Mud
made a fine corn crop after
blowing a ditch and preparing
a W type ditch with farm
equipment. Soil Conservation
technicians assisted the farmer
with surveys and instructions
on blowing with dynamite. Old
fence to be removed with new
one going up where class of
land changes. This will give
him 4 acres more land in continuous cropping field. He also
showed me a new room and
bath he had completed. while
I was there delivering this
plan of conservation activity
he and Mr. Meunier had worked out, and recorded. Looks
Management and
good
like
conservation pays.
Fish request for 57 district
cooperators was given to the
Dept. of Fish and Game. These
ponds will be stocked with
this spring.
bass and bream
Fulton County had the largest
stocking in this area last year.
Neal Little of the Crutchfield community has been by
the district office making plans
for more sod waterways this
year.
Now it may be cold or raining outside this very minute,
but springs coining. Those of
you who have requested and
received your Soil Conservation Farm Plan should dig around in the bureau drawer,
get it out, see if you have apmone y-making
those
plied
practices
Your plans may need some
changes to help you carry out
your feed needs.
Visit your District office we
will help you -plan your farm
and pocket-book needs.

TENANT-TO-OWNER
SHIFT LS MADE
WITHIN 10 YEARS
A former negro t-nant farmer of Pts,•icison county. who
hto
borrow money for a
down payment on his farm, today is grossing $10,000 yearly
from hogs end beef cattle.
He is Albert Gray, in the
H.ayme- community. In 1947,
Gray was a part time employe
of the Nashville garbage disc
posal clans and worked the
remsinder of his time as a
tenant farmer. Noticing how
farmers collected garbage to
feed hogs, Gray decided to go
into business for himself.
With the advice of Assistant
Extension
Agent
Arthur
Brown, Gray chose 9R acres. A
year later he bought a truck
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WINNING FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD IN THE
NASCAR FLYING MILE AND WINNING FIRST AND SECOND
PLACE IN HASCAR ACCELERATION TESTS RUN FROM A
STANDING START OVER A MEASURED MILE!
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your floors
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The experts have been saying, "watch
Pontiac at Daytona" — and there's been
plenty to watch! Pontiac was the most exciting car on the beach, as the last minute
"ox-score above will show you. This impressive record was made by a Nascar-approved
strictly production model Chieftain, powered by Pontiac's special high performance
Strato-Streak V-8 with 317 H. P., 10 to 1
compression ratio . . . and featuring Pontiac's new tri-power carburetion system.

What does this mean to you as an ordinary,
everyday driver? It means you can drive
America's Number One road car — with all
the ruggedness, safety and precision handling that make it a favorite of the men who
earn their living by driving. And you can
own it at prices starting below 30 models of
the low-price three! Why not make a date
right now to catch up on the Newest, Most
Spectacular performance on the road today?
Tomorrow would be a wonderful day for
that thrill!

We said it and Daytona proved it. Completely new from power to personality

PONTIAC'S AMERICA'S N UMBER ONE ROAD CAR I
See Your Pon tiac Dealer

Pay As Utdo
Nothing
Down

START

Mount Sterling, spelled with
an "e".
Mount
Sterling,
seat
of
Montgomery County, was sur- Listen
to WFUL for latest newsl
veyed and platted by Enock
Smith in 1793 and called Little
Mountain Town, Hugh Forbes,
a Scot living in_stile neighborhood,
suggested
the
name
"Stirling" after his boyhood
home, and the name became
and began to collect garbage.
This he fed to his hogs, hauling
less desirable material to the
diposa1 plant. By 1953 Gray
had paid, for his farm, remodeled his home, bought a tractor
and another truck. He also had
two helpers.
Today, Gray sells as man'.
as 300 hogs, and 15 to 20 calves as well as some steers. His
pastures have been seeded to
orchardgrass, fescue, lespedeza
and ladino clover, as recommended by Brown. Gray is
placing emphasis on improving
the quality of hogs and
in developing more improved pastures.

Super'
Kem-Tone
Wash dam and again, Yee
oan't mar tho matchless
beauty of this de inza latex
well pith*.
Gorgeous mime.
Ready to um. limy
to apply.Ono gidlos
doe. the average
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Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35
Church St

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
a demonstration of the new 1957 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Office, 115 Carr
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
FCC

Alismommsb

Should they continue?

Two
"wartime"
taxes
that undermine our defenses!
When today's teen-agers were still in the
cradle, a wartime Congress levied a tax on
rail passenger travel. The object: to keep
civilians off trains so the railroads could
devote their energy to moving soldiers,
sailors and marines. Another wartime tax
was levied on freight.
What followed is history! The railroads
handled 97 per cent of military travel and
90 per cent of military freight.
For this meritorious service the railroads
have been strangely rewarded. Both wartime taxes are still with us. Both drive
away business just as they were originally
intended to do. This cuts down on the
funds available for improving the trains
and tracks that will carry the crucial defense burden if war should come again.
The railroads saved us from losing the
last war. Crippled railroads could lose us
the next.
Aren't these facts reason enough for
Congress to repeal these two outmoded
taxes on passenger and freight transportation? If not, there are others. The taxes
on transportation are not lufury taxes.
They are taxes on everyday living. Their
repeal will produce almost immediately a
reduction in the cost of living of every
American.
WAYNX

A. Joiourrox
President

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St.

STERLING

Phone 185
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of Myrtle Burnette last WedANNOUNCEMENTS
• PIERCE STATION • PALESTINE NEWS nesday in Fulton Hospital.
The NEWS is authorised to
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Mrs. Leslie Nugent•
Mrs. Nora Byrns is spending
CARD OF THANKS
announce the candidacies of the
Members
from the Palestine a few days with her daughter,
office,
subject
to
following
for
We wish to take this opporMr. and Mrs. Almus Pols- W.
S. C. S. that attended the Mrs. Richard Mobley and Mr.
the Es mocratic primary May grove went to Memphis
Tues- Paris District meeting
ALL KINDS OF Kirie made tunity 'to thank our many fri- 28, 1957:
in Mur- Mobley.
and
letters,
day to carry his mother to the ray
while you wait. Forrester's ends for the cards,
last
Friday
were
Mesdames
Mesdames A. M. Browder
expressions of sympathy, for
Ba^ti it Hospital for treatment. Roy
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
Bard, Hillman
Collier, and Leslie Nugent visited Mr.
offerings,
floral
beautiful
the
Mattie
Mrs.
Rogers
and
Roberts
Homer
major
FOR SALE: Good, going
A M. Browder, M. B. Brown, and Mrs. John Thompson and
February 20: Donna Gerling
Bill Rogers went to Nashville
John C. Bondurant
brand gas station doing good and for the songs by the
M. B. Proctor and Leslie Nu- Mrs. Ida Pegram Sunday night. Patterson,
Kimbrow,
Donald
J.
composed
of
Quartet,
Union
Thursday
,
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bring
Mrs.
RogDee L. McNeill
business, local arid transient.
gent.
Mrs. W. 0. Locke, Mrs. Nap
Jr.,
Sugg,
J.
C.
Sugg,
Sr.,
C.
er':
Mrs. Bertha Nugent arid son,
daughter, Helen, here for
Old established business.
Sympathy is extended to the
Brigham, Mrs. Claud Shelby,
FOR SHERIFF
3 few weeks visit. Helen ha‘l
David
and
Ethel
Browder
Write Box 441 Union City, Mrs. J. R. Powell, and Mrs.
Burnette
21:
family
in
the
passing
Garrison
("Red")
M.
E.
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spent Sunday with Mr. and Jinuny Collins; February
flown from a Washington Hos
Tennessee.
ered some very nice porkers Mrs. Don Henry and Sara Don Pat Drewey, Mrs. James Andpital
after
a
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Dr.
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to
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er and electric vacuum clean- don, Jr., and all the nurses,
Phillips,
Mrs. Henry
Lock.
tenderlion,
and
fresh
country
with
her
aftearnoon.
—
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
FOR MAGISTRATE
ers. Exchange Furniture Co. of Weakley County Hospital,
Martha Smith; February 23:
George Cooley Saturday,- They style sausage.
(District Two)
for their kind and helpful serSunday visl tors of Mr. arid Mildred Easley, Peggy JohnPhone 35, Church Street
Mr. and Mrs ,
Ancil Mathis Mrs. Richard Mobley
were enroute to St. Louis.
Clyde Corum
vice while in hospital.
and Mrs. son, Joe ohnson, Becky Lock,
and children of Mayfield were
RENTALS:- Hospital beds, baby
Mrs.
Roy
Brown
of
Cox
Sturgis,
A.
L
Nora Byrns were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs.Stella Branch, Mrs. lierTo Reverend L. G. Scott of
beds, .rollaway beds, vacuum Liberty, and Reverend Hauchen
Kentucky has returned to her visiting relatives in 'he sect- Randle McAllister of near Beman Easley; February 24; Rocleaner, polishers. They're at of Clinton, Ky., for a beauti- FOR CIRCUIT COURT CLERK home
after
spending
three ion Sunday.
elerton and
Mr. and
Mrs. bert Goodwin, Johnny Allen,
Many of you who might
John B. Stayton
weeks with her parents, Mr.
Wade's.. ..and at a nominal ful and appropriate service at
Cap Maddox, Mrs. W. C. Hogg,
study on the subject of nature Homer Weatherspoon.
„id Mrs. Riley Smith.
rental fee. When extra guests church, and to Whitriel FunerSherell Olive visited
Dan Mrs. Lila Hastings; February
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Bob DeMver is able to be
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Wade and Save."
Garage 9134; Home 1795
88.
IF PARTY owning bridles and
saddles that have been left ,
in my shop for six months'
does not call for them in 10
That's right ... for your continued support over the past years
days, same will be sold for
Harness
Wright's
charges.
we are going to give valuable prizes, along with outstanding
Shop, Fulton.
CHEVROLET owners use gengrocery values during our Anniversary Sale.
uine Chevrolet parts for best
performance, service, satisfaction. Available in Fulton only at Taylor Chevrolet Company, "Your Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
Lake Street, phone 38.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

FREEDURINGPRIZES
OUR

B.EGoodrich adds

FOR THE BEST Deal een Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co..
Phone 281, Fulton. Ky.
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker service; phone 38 during the
daytime and 1917 or 1701-R
at night. Taylor Chevrolet
Company, Fulton.
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-ism me"
toyourfreed
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s Na"fivilds
ft((// • lt v.
r

./

N.,
6 *
\ii $

FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To pkivide working capital,
term.
interest,
long
low
Stephenson. Phone
Charlie
61, Fulton.
EUDY SHOE Repair offers you
prompt, accurate service at
moderate cost. 204 Church
Street, Fulton.
USED CARS: We are in a position to offer the public good
used cars with nothing down
and up to 21 months to pay.
See Dan or Ellis at Taylor
Chevrolet. Lake Street, Fulton.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.95
and up. Sales aft! service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
NEW shipment 9x12 ft. by the
yard linoleum. For the latest
in style, see Wade — he
trades. "Trade with Wade
and Save."

MOHAWK CARPET
WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZE
Let us
Let us
leum,
rubber

figure our complete job.
figure your complete job
linoleum, asphalt tile,
tile and plastic .blocks.

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture
,08 Lake Street

Company
Phone 1

31st Anniversary Sale
GRAND PRIZE:
SHETLAND PONY

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:

6.70-15

SIZE

Plus Tax
and
Ret,e adablos
Tire

6.00-16
7.10-15

Quality Tread
Free Pick Up aind D•livery
Tires Loaned Free while
Retreading is Done

24-Hour Service
Guaranteed Workmanship
Immediate Service—
Ne Delay

7.60-15
8.00-15

PRICE

9.95
11.95
12.95
13.95

$

Charlie Scales Stores
MARTIN, TENN.
318 LINDELL
PHONE 404

FULTON, KY,
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE
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4 REGISTERED BACON TYPE DUROC GILTS**
24 BASKETS OF GROCERIES

while
hgile113
mud

6 COUNTRY HAMS

Mary
escuiee
rescue
my VI
I lost

Nothing To Buy--Just Come in and Register
First Prize Will Be Awarded on Sat., March 2
Don't miss getting a chance on these outstanding prizes — and
don't fail to take advantage of our grocery values!

EXCLUSIVE NEW TREAD PROCESS GIVES YOU MORE SAFE MILES ON YOUR OLD TIRES

I

are from the
sow "Lucky Lady", who was
sired by "4-Star Choice"
which was senior champion at
West Tennessee District fair
at Jackson, Tennessee.
The pigs from this sow were
sired
by "Style Captor",
Junior Champion of West
Tennessee District Fair at
Jackson, a son of "Style
Mart", owned by Foster 4Star Farm, Mayfield, Ky.,
which was Champion over all
"These gilts

and
w
runn
miyr
in

el
in a
i1 e
juonutrn

when
ba
tin
breeds at Kentucky State Fair
in 1956.

These pigs were purchased
from Sam H. Shanklin, son of
V. J. Shanklin, Vocational
Agriculture instructor at
Dresden, Tenn. Sam is breeding the meat-type Durocs and
invites you to visit with him
anytime and see his hogs on
Paris Highway at edge of city
limits. "The home of other
champions".
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Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy, Fescue, Rye Grass and
Orchard Grass, also White Dutch and Ladino Clover, Kobe and

run,t g
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station
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a Sun
their

,Korean. We carry most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
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A. C. BUTTS & SONS
PHONES:602-603

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT
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